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ABSTRACT
Experiments have been carried out in a wind tunnel in order to study the aerodynamics of
afterbody vortex flows pertinent to cargo aircraft with upswept afterbodies. The overall
aim of the study was to understand detailed vortex flow physics, to examine passive flow
control methods for drag reduction, and to examine the flowfield with the cargo ramp
door deployed. The simplified wind tunnel models were axisymmetric slanted base cylin-
ders which have previously been utilised for afterbody vortex flow generation and were
tested at ReD = 200, 000. Drag force, 2D Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) and surface
pressure measurements were conducted along with detailed flowfield analysis of PIV data
including unsteady aspects of the flow.
For the baseline slanted base cylinder models, changing the upsweep angle (Φ) within
the range 24◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 32◦ caused a 50% increase in the drag coefficient. This increase in
drag coefficient was proportional to the vortex strength at the model trailing-edge. The
vortex formation was highly influenced by the shear layer roll-up, which was more dom-
inant within the first half of the upswept surface. Surface pressure measurements on the
Φ = 28◦ model revealed that the lowest pressures due to the vortex occur during the vor-
tex roll-up. The vortex meandering amplitude was found to decrease towards the trailing-
edge with a subsequent decrease in time-averaged vortex core radius. This reduction of
meandering and core radius in the streamwise direction has not been observed previously
in external vortex flows. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition revealed the dominant helical
displacement mode with azimuthal wavenumber|m| = 1 for the afterbody vortices, which
is the same dominant mode observed with more widely studied wing tip vortices and delta
wing vortices. The relative energy contained within the |m| = 1 helical mode increased
with increasing upsweep angle, suggesting increased dominance.
Passive flow control applied to the Φ = 28◦ model using full-span mini-spoilers which
i
were normal to the surface presented a maximum drag reduction of 5% at the optimum
location x′s/c = 87.5% for both spoiler heights (h/D = 2.5% and 5%). The reduction
in drag was due to an increase in surface pressure as the flow approached the spoiler lo-
cation. At this optimum location, the time-averaged vortex was displaced away from the
model trailing-edge compared to the baseline case. The same effect could be achieved
using a co-rotating vortex generator with leading edge sweep Λ = 70◦ placed at inci-
dence β = 20◦ at xV G/c = 20% location. This vortex generator configuration showed
potential for drag reduction (zero drag penalty) by displacing the vortex away from the
afterbody surface at all measurement stations downstream of x/L = 0.4, while its corre-
sponding counter-rotating case caused a drag increase. Passive flow control applied using
fences was not successful at drag reduction, causing flow separation and the formation
of a stronger afterbody vortex compared to the baseline flow, resulting in enhanced lower
pressures on the upswept base compared to the baseline.
The flowfield of a cargo aircraft with the cargo ramp deployed was also investigated
using the Φ = 28◦ slanted base cylinder geometry. This was achieved by incorporating
a base cavity on the slanted upsweep and introducing a streamwise ramp. This flowfield
was significantly different to that of the baseline flow. Introduction of the ramp results
in significant streamwise flow separation at the model centerline. The addition of the
base cavity on the upsweep resulted in a more coherent ramp vortex, while causing a
delay in the circulation growth of the afterbody vortex. The afterbody vortex circulation
grows rapidly beyond x/L = 0.6, with a 20% increase in circulation at the trailing-edge
x/L = 1.0. Changing the ramp length from Lramp/L = 30% to Lramp/L = 45% did not
result in significant flowfield changes apart from generating a stronger and more coherent
time-averaged ramp vortex. Passive flow control applied to this open ramp afterbody
flowfield indicated the possibility of manipulating the ramp vortex to influence the flow
unsteadiness, with the θ = 90◦ fence presenting the most potential.
ii
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Cargo aircraft equipped with a rear cargo ramp have pronounced upswept afterbody fuse-
lage sections in order to accommodate for the rear loading cargo bay. The door of this
cargo bay is lowered during a loading situation so as to act as a loading ramp, and during
airdrop and paratrooping missions in-flight. This afterbody upsweep angle (Φ, illustrated
in Fig. 1.1) is not as pronounced on other aircraft where the fuselage changes shape grad-
ually towards the aft end to allow for enough room for rotation during take-off. As a result
of this pronounced upswept fuselage, these types of aircraft experience increased drag pri-
marily due to the formation of a counter-rotating vortex pair that exists in the vicinity of
the cargo bay, exerting low pressures on the surface (Peake et al., 1972; Peake, 1976). The
presence of the counter-rotating afterbody vortex flow has additional disadvantages along
with increased drag. An area of upwash is created by the vortex pair which may interfere
with payload delivery during airdrop missions (Bury et al., 2013), and poses a turbulence
hazard for the safety of paratroopers. Hence it is desirable to control these vortices in a
suitable manner, so as to make the aircraft more efficient aerodynamically by reducing
drag or to help achieve more accurate airdrop trajectories by reducing the unsteadiness
present in the afterbody region with the ramp door open.
Two common examples of transport aircraft that are affected by the afterbody vor-
tex flow are the Lockheed Martin C-130, and the Boeing C-17. The Lockheed Martin
C-130 had its first flight in the early 1950’s, and has been in continuous service since.
Although there are some early studies on aircraft afterbody vortex flows, the problem has
not been thoroughly investigated from a flow physics and drag reduction perspective. The
afterbody vortex problem has received more attention in recent years due to the increased
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number of transport aircraft missions coupled with the increasing price of jet fuel since
the beginning of this century (Carter and Givogue, 2017). In the year 2012, 70% of the
jet fuel consumed by the United States Air Force was used by transport aircraft, which
amounted to 1.7 billion gallons. The C-17 fleet consumed 42% of this share, amounting
to over 700 million gallons (Carter and Givogue, 2017). Other transport aircraft such as
the C-130 accounted for the rest. This presents the large monetary impact of the problem.
There are essentially two pathways to overcome the afterbody vortex problem while
meeting the demand for transport aircraft missions. The first involves designing more
aerodynamically efficient transport aircraft entirely, which will involve large manpower
and financial input and would result in the current fleet being discarded. The second
involves investigating avenues in which the current fleet could be made more efficient by
simple modifications, which is expected to be more economically and temporally efficient.
Bedwell et al. (2017) showed that even a relatively low drag reduction of 2% for the C-17
aircraft can lead to a fuel saving of about 2.5% per aircraft during cruise. Across a large
fleet size, this is a sizeable reduction in fuel consumption.
The research project described by this thesis involves a simplified study of afterbody
vortex flow physics and passive drag reduction techniques. The available literature on
external vortex flows, afterbody vortices and associated flow control techniques are pre-
sented in Chapter 2. Chapter 3 presents the experimental techniques and conditions
utilised during the research, including a discussion of experimentally derived calcula-
tion of flow parameters. Chapter 4 presents the baseline simplified afterbody vortex flow
which examined the effect of upsweep angle (within a range more suitable for typical
transport aircraft) on the vortex flow physics and total drag. Chapter 5 discusses a range
of passive drag reduction techniques that were investigated on the afterbody vortex flow.
Chapter 6 is a discussion of the flowfield encountered in a simplified airdropping scenario
with the cargo ramp deployed. A brief section on ramp passive flow control with the ob-
jective of improving airdropping accuracy or paratrooping safety is presented towards the
end of Chapter 6.
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Figure 1.1: Side view photograph of a C-130 illustrating the afterbody upsweep angle,




2.1 External vortex flows in Aerodynamics
Vortex flows are a common research area within aerodynamics. Two examples of the most
commonly studied vortex flows include the wing tip vortex and the leading edge vortex
of delta wings. Research focused on these topics studies vortex flow physics which leads
to a better understanding and prediction of their behaviour, which ultimately leads to the
ability to manipulate these vortex flows in order to achieve a certain desired outcome (e.g.
induced drag reduction, controlling the vortex-wake hazard, vortex lift enhancement).
This section briefly reviews some useful vortex characteristics and phenomena that lead to
a better understanding of their behaviour before discussing literature relevant to afterbody
vortices.
Vortex formation in external flows involves a separated shear layer initiating from a
surface (Fig. 2.1), which is essentially a three-dimensional separation (De´lery, 1992). The
shear layer shed from the edge of the geometry rolls up to form a vortex core, and is the
mechanism for providing vorticity for the growth of the vortex. This shear layer roll-up
can be exploited for flow control purposes, since the initial growth of the vortex plays an
important role in the resulting vortex properties further downstream. In the proximity of
a surface, the vortex circulation (strength) continues to grow in the streamwise direction
as the shear layer continuously feeds vorticity into the vortex core. For delta wings, this
streamwise growth in circulation is linear (Gursul and Wang, 2018).
Two theoretical vortex models that are commonly used to model vortex properties
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are the Rankine vortex and the Lamb-Oseen vortex. The Rankine vortex considers a
constant vorticity within the core, and zero vorticity outside the core which gives rise to a
vorticity discontinuity at the core radius. The more realistic Lamb-Oseen vortex exhibits
a Gaussian vorticity distribution about the vortex center (Leweke et al., 2016) and has
shown good agreement with experimental data (Morgan et al., 2009). For both vortex
models, the maximum tangential velocity occurs at the vortex core radius (Fig. 2.2). The
schematic in Fig. 2.2a presents a jet-like axial velocity at the vortex axis which exceeds
the freestream velocity. This is generally observed for vortices in the proximity of a
surface such as delta wing vortices and tip vortices in the proximity of a wing. The axial
velocity is observed to be larger than the freestream, exhibiting a jet-like nature. For delta
wings, the strong leading edge vortices can lead to axial velocities much larger than the
freestream (Gursul and Wang, 2018). There is a strong relationship between the strength
of the vortex and its core axial velocity at its axis, which has been theorized by Batchelor
(1964). In the case of trailing wing tip vortices however, both jet-like behaviour and
wake-like axial velocity defects have been observed downstream of the wing (Anderson
and Lawton, 2003). The existence of jet-like or wake-like axial velocities is thought to be
dependant upon the strength (circulation) of the vortex, as explained by Spalart (1998).
Studies which reported wake-like axial velocities, for example, Devenport et al. (1996)
had non-dimensional circulation values one order of magnitude less than studies which
reported jet-like core axial velocities such as those encountered in Chow et al. (1997).
Vortex meandering
Vortex meandering, or wandering is a natural unsteady phenomenon where the vortex
core location randomly varies with time within the cross-flow plane. Although this phe-
nomenon is widely recognized, a robust explanation for its occurrence is yet to be deter-
mined. Some authors have attributed the wandering phenomenon to freestream turbulence
within the experimental facility (Corsiglia et al., 1973; Green and Acosta, 1991), while
others have attempted to explain this using an inherent dominant Kelvin-Helmholtz in-
stability within the shear layer (Gursul and Xie, 2000). Devenport et al. (1996) reported
that the meandering amplitude for tip vortices was about 30% of the time-averaged vortex
core radius, which was also observed by Margaris et al. (2008). The meandering ampli-
tude was found to increase in the streamwise direction for both delta wing vortices (Menke
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and Gursul, 1997) and wing tip vortices (Devenport et al., 1996). Zhou et al. (2004) re-
ported a decrease in meandering with increasing angle of attack for a wing tip vortex up to
stall. An abrupt increase in meandering was observed with the onset of wing stall, high-
lighting the sensitivity of the vortex meandering to other sources of flow unsteadiness.
The same observations are reported by Del Pino et al. (2011) for a NACA0012 aerofoil
with increasing angle of attack. Zuhal and Gharib (2001) observed the instantaneous for-
mation of secondary vortices around the primary tip vortex, and propose that the primary
vortex meandering is due to the induced velocity from the secondary vortex. This pos-
sibly provides an explanation as to the reduction in meandering with increasing angle of
attack, since the primary vortex strength was observed to increase while the secondary
vortex strength remained constant.
Yeung and Lee (1999) conducted cross-flow PIV measurements of a wing tip vortex
10 chord lengths downstream of the trailing-edge at a 14◦ (post-stall) angle of attack
and reported the resulting unsteady flowfield due to meandering. The advantage of PIV
over a point-wise measurement (for example, hot wire or Laser Doppler Velocimetry) is
mentioned, since the technique is able to capture the global unsteadiness of the vortex
core simultaneously over a measurement region. Vortex meandering can cause the time-
averaged vortex to appear diffuse and seemingly weaker with a larger vortex core radius
(Margaris and Gursul, 2010), hence it is important to acknowledge its occurrence when
explaining vortex flow phenomena regardless of the mechanism that causes it.
Vortex breakdown
Vortex breakdown is a phenomenon where the vortex core abruptly loses its coherence
with a large increase in unsteadiness. On delta wings (where a substantial portion of the
lift is generated by the vortex flow) with increasing angle of attack, a sudden loss in vor-
tex lift is observed with the onset of vortex breakdown. The vortex core exhibits a jet-like
axial velocity upstream of breakdown, which stagnates at the vortex breakdown location
and a wake-like axial velocity defect is typically observed downstream of breakdown. The
main parameters that affect vortex breakdown are: swirl angle and external (adverse) pres-
sure gradient, where an increase in either parameter promotes vortex breakdown (Gursul,
2005; Delery, 1994). It is a combination of these two parameters at certain conditions
that determine the vortex breakdown. The swirl angle (defined as tan−1(Vθ/U), where
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Vθ is the tangential velocity and U is axial velocity at the vortex axis) considers the ratio
between the swirl (azimuthal) velocity and the axial velocity (Gursul and Wang, 2018). It
has been reported that vortex breakdown occurs for swirl angles greater than 50◦.
When dealing with vortex flow phenomena, it is important to understand and realise
the existence or possibility of vortex breakdown. On delta wings, for example, flow con-
trol may be utilised in order to sustain lift for higher angles of attack. This involves
creating a stronger leading edge vortex in the proximity of the suction surface, however, a
stronger vortex is more likely to break down due to its larger swirl angle. These conflicting
goals are typical in many flow control applications.
2.2 Afterbody vortex flow physics
This section provides an analysis of the available literature on afterbody vortex flow
physics on a range of geometries. Studies based on axisymmetric slanted base cylin-
der models are first discussed, followed by investigations related to more specific aircraft
geometries. A brief discussion regarding afterbody vortex flows on automotive Ahmed
bodies is also presented.
2.2.1 Axisymmetric slanted base cylinders
Axisymmetric slanted base cylinder models were used to generate fundamental repeatable
afterbody vortex flow experiments during the late 1970’s. The generic shape consists of
an elliptical or ogive shaped nose followed by a circular cylinder aligned to the flow
with a slanted base (Fig. 2.3). The initial investigation that used this type of model was
conducted by Morel (1980) at the General Motors research laboratory and was motivated
by reports of the effect of slant angle on hatchback car models. It was realized that the
same vortex flow could be applied to aircraft with upswept afterbodies.
The study reported by Morel (1980) investigates the effect of base upsweep angle
(Φ) on the flowfield. An ogive nosecone was used as the forebody for the axisymmetric
slanted base cylinder model which had a model fineness ratio (l/D in Fig. 2.3) of 9.
Interchangeable afterbody geometries allowed for varying the base angle (in this case,
measured from the vertical) from 0◦ (vertical) to 70◦ (upsweep angles ranging from 20◦ to
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90◦). The wind tunnel experiments were carried out at a Reynolds number based on model
diameter (ReD) of 94, 000. The drag coefficient with varying upsweep angle revealed two
regimes of behaviour. Increasing the upsweep angle from 20◦ to 45◦ increased the drag
coefficient from approximately CD = 0.2 to CD = 0.625. Increasing further beyond this
critical upsweep angle (Φcrit), the drag coefficient showed a large abrupt decrease by more
than half to CD = 0.3. Increasing the upsweep angle further caused a gradual decrease
in the drag coefficient, with a zero-slant (Φ = 90◦) drag coefficient of 0.24. Figure
2.4 presents this drag variation (circular markers), reproduced from the review paper by
Bearman (1980). This paper compares Morel’s data to an experiment at Imperial College
London by Stuart and Jones (1977). A discrepancy is seen in the critical upsweep angle
between the two data sets due to possible differences in incidence between experimental
arrangements as reported by Bearman (1980).
Morel (1980) consequently conducted base pressure measurements in order to iden-
tify the reason for this drag behaviour: the results are reproduced in Fig. 2.5 so as to
be consistent with the definition of upsweep angle (Φ) adopted in the current discussion.
Each afterbody section was equipped with three pressure taps in the spanwise direction,
one at the centerline and two towards the outboard edge as shown in Fig. 2.5. Within
the first regime (20◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 43◦), the centerline tap showed little variation and demon-
strated higher pressures compared to the two spanwise taps. There was a large spanwise
variation with the second tap showing lower pressures than the third (most outboard) tap,
with pressures becoming more negative with increasing upsweep angle. Along with flow
visualisation, this led to the conclusion that there was a vortex flow forming towards the
outboard edge of the afterbody in the first regime based on the low pressure peak observed
on the second pressure tap. The second regime (43◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 90◦) showed little spanwise
pressure variation across the range of upsweep angles, showing pressure coefficients in-
between the centerline and outboard tap values observed in the first regime. This pressure
uniformity across the base was identified as a fully separated wake.
An illustration of the two flow regimes is presented in Fig. 2.6, with the vortex flow
being the focus of the present study. It should be noted that there was a discrepancy be-
tween the critical upsweep angle observed with drag measurements (Φcrit = 45◦) and
base pressure measurements (Φcrit = 43◦). The two flow regimes were found to be quite
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unstable around the critical upsweep angle. Repeating the experiment at around the criti-
cal upsweep angle resulted in either the vortex flow or the separated wake existing during
separate runs and prediction of which flow regime to expect was found to be difficult.
Hot wire measurements showed that there was no periodic shedding behaviour during the
vortex flow regime. Within the separated wake regime, the shedding frequency increased
as the slant angle was increased from the vertical. Hot-wire measurements conducted by
Xia and Bearman (1983) confirmed these observations regarding the vortex shedding be-
haviour: no periodic shedding frequencies were measured within the vortex flow regime.
Based on the drag behaviour of the two flow regimes, one possible drag reduction strategy
when operating within the vortex flow regime is to induce complete flow separation on
the afterbody and move from vortex flow to a fully separated wake. This is expected to
be more beneficial at upsweep angles closer to Φcrit due to the larger difference in drag
coefficients between the two regimes, and if achieved successfully, this has the possibility
to induce a drag reduction.
Effect of model incidence
The effect of model incidence on the slanted base afterbody flowfield was first examined
by Maull (1980). The zero incidence measurements were seen to agree well with those
of Morel (1980) and Stuart and Jones (1977) discussed previously. The drag force and
critical slant angle were found to be quite sensitive to model incidence. Increasing the
angle of incidence within the vortex flow regime resulted in a decrease in drag force
compared to the zero incidence case, vice versa for decreasing the angle of incidence.
Only drag force measurements were presented within this study. A more recent water
tunnel investigation (ReD = 20, 000) by Jackson et al. (2015) on a Φ = 28◦ slanted
base cylinder provides an explanation. The cross-flow PIV investigations revealed that
increasing the model incidence to 2◦ caused the formation of a weaker afterbody vortex
pair at the trailing-edge with a 13% reduction in vortex circulation compared to the zero
incidence case, and vice versa for a negative incidence. The reason for the decrease in
vortex strength with increasing incidence is due to the decrease in effective upsweep angle
with the freestream, causing the formation of a weaker vortex pair and resulting in overall
higher pressures on the afterbody base.
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Effect of fineness ratio and freestream turbulence
Xia and Bearman (1983) investigated the effect of model fineness ratio and freestream
turbulence on slanted base cylinders. Fineness ratio is defined as l/D for the generic
slanted base cylinder presented in Fig. 2.3. Three different fineness ratios of 3, 6, and
9 were investigated using base pressure and drag measurements. Within the vortex flow
regime, increasing the fineness ratio did not have significant effects on the flowfield, apart
from a minor decrease (more positive) in the peak suction of the vortex footprint due to
increased unsteadiness. Increasing the turbulence intensity had the same effect on the
magnitude of the vortex base suction. This reduction in peak pressure was attributed to
a larger unsteadiness of the vortex due to increased turbulence; the average base pressure
did not change significantly with increasing freestream turbulence from smooth flow to a
turbulence intensity of 6.4%.
Similar observations were made by Britcher and Alcorn (1991) on a Φ = 40◦ slanted
base cylinder at ReD = 200, 000 with increasing freestream turbulence. Britcher and
Alcorn (1991) also investigated the influence of fixing the transition point on the slanted
base cylinder, and reported a reduction in peak negative pressure (more positive) due to
the vortex. This slight increase in pressure was adequate to offset the increase in skin
friction due to the fixed upstream transition point, resulting in a negligible change in drag
coefficient. The fixed and free transition runs resulted in almost equal drag coefficients,
and compared well with the data presented by Morel (1980). This suggests that in the case
of the slanted base cylinder, the fixed separation line (edge of the afterbody) that gener-
ates the vortex flow reduces the influence of Reynolds number on the vortex flowfield.
Britcher and Alcorn (1991) also present additional lift and pitching moment coefficients
with varying upsweep angle.
2.2.2 Cargo and transport aircraft
The slanted base cylinder model discussed previously is a simplified geometry that allows
for fundamental experimentation. The present investigation is aimed at transport aircraft
applications, hence it is relevant to discuss afterbody vortex flows on specific aircraft ge-
ometries. Fuselage afterbody vortex flows pertinent to cargo and military transport aircraft
with upswept fuselages were first discussed by Peake et al. (1972) and Peake (1976). The
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work conducted at the National Research Council Canada describes the three-dimensional
nature of the separation causing the vortex formation (Fig. 2.7). The schematic of vor-
tex flow presented is qualitatively similar to that of axisymmetric slanted base cylinders
discussed previously. It is mentioned that a 0.4% reduction in total cruise drag for a
Lockheed C-5A Galaxy could result in a mission payload increase of 1%, highlighting
the importance of drag reduction for long range transport aircraft. The work also de-
scribes the inherent complexity of afterbody vortex formation, including effects of the
wing, horizontal beaver tail and other three-dimensional complex flows that may interact
with the afterbody vortex.
Wind tunnel experiments on Lockheed C-130 scale models (with Φ = 28◦) were car-
ried out by Epstein et al. (1994). Three models were tested (with and without wheel pods
at 1:32 scale, and one model at 1:72 scale with all features) without the vertical stabiliser
but with a horizontal beaver tail geometry. Five hole probes were traversed within the
cross-flow planes in order to deduce the velocity vectors, with further insight provided
by surface pressure measurements and oil surface flow visualisation. The streamwise de-
velopment of the vortex flow is presented as the vortex rolls up to form an axisymmetric
vortex core towards the trailing-edge of the model (Fig. 2.8). The vortex core position
was found to not be affected by the model wheel pods. The shape and location of each
vortex core was independent of Reynolds number (based on model length) within the
range 0.58× 106 to 1.66× 106.
More recently, Bury et al. (2013) carried out stereo PIV investigations on C-130 scale
models. The results with varying Reynolds number confirmed the previous observations
by Epstein et al. (1994), where the results did not highlight any Reynolds number (based
on model length) effect within the range 2.44 × 106 to 4.89 × 106. The model used had
no wings but had the characteristic horizontal beaver tail geometry, the presence of which
resulted in a second induced vortex forming due to the vortex-empennage interaction.
The circulation of the afterbody vortex was 2.25 times higher than that of the induced
vortex just downstream of the model trailing-edge. The induced vortex dissipates within
the wake while the afterbody vortex remains axisymmetric further downstream.
Fuselage afterbody vortex flows on helicopters have also received some attention, al-
though not to the same extent as fixed-wing aircraft. Afterbody upsweep angles can be as
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high as Φ = 35◦ for some geometries (De Gregorio, 2017). In addition to the drag penalty,
the highly unsteady vortex flow in the vicinity of the back door results in unsteady loading
on the tail boom and can interfere with the control surfaces (Vogel et al., 2011). Due to
the conventional blunt shaped geometries typical of transport helicopters, the flowfield is
characterized by the presence of both flow separation and vortex formation.
Open cargo ramp flowfield
One of the reasons for the existence of the upswept fuselage is to facilitate in-flight air-
dropping and paratrooping missions by opening the ramp door. It is expected that the
nature of the afterbody vortex flow with the ramp door open will be different to that of
the closed-door case due to the presence of the ramp itself and the fuselage cavity which
allows for airdrop. The flowfield in this airdropping configuration is expected to be highly
complex and can have undesirable influences on airdropping trajectories, or can even be
fatal during paratrooping missions (Seeger et al., 2005).
Johnson III et al. (2002) carried out a computational and experimental investigation
using a C-130 scale model with the cargo ramp door deployed. The experimental compo-
nent of the study was carried out at a relatively low Reynolds number (based on wing root
chord) of 22, 700 in a water tunnel. Laser based flow visualisation and streamwise PIV
measurements identified a strong region of upward flow immediately aft of the open ramp
door. Bury et al. (2013) also carried out PIV measurements on a C-130 scale model with
the ramp door open and observed the same upward flow towards the afterbody centerline
in the cross-flow results, the magnitude of which was larger than the upward flow ob-
served with the closed configuration. Opening the ramp door resulted in the formation of
ramp vortices, which were counter-rotating compared to the afterbody vortex. Outboard
of the centerline, closer to the payload extraction area corresponding to an airdropping
scenario, a strong inward flow was observed in the PIV results. Under the influence of
this inward flow, the aforementioned cargo-ramp vortices were found to move towards the
centerline and lose coherence as they advected downstream. The presence of this complex
unsteady multiple-vortex flowfield is the cause for concern about the accuracy and safety
of airdropping scenarios.
Bergeron et al. (2009) and Ghoreyshi et al. (2016) conducted numerical simulations
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at the US Air Force Academy on a C-130 aircraft with the cargo ramp door open. The
Delayed Detached Eddy Simulation (DDES) turbulence model captured the unsteady vor-
tical structures within the open-door flowfield (Fig. 2.9). The airdropping scenario was
simulated at a Mach number of 0.19 with zero angle of attack and sideslip. With the
ramp door open, unsteady lateral forces and moments were recorded due to the complex
flowfield in addition to the significant upwash caused by the presence of the afterbody
vortices.
2.2.3 Automotive aerodynamics: Ahmed bodies
The Ahmed body is a standard geometry that has been widely studied in automotive aero-
dynamics (Ahmed et al., 1984) which generates a counter-rotating vortex flow similar to
an upsweep afterbody vortex of a slanted base cylinder. The simplified model shape is
meant to depict the flow around rear roof slants of hatchback and fastback cars (Fig. 2.10).
These types of models generally have a rectangular cross section (with rounded corners)
with a rear slant and a truncated aft end and are usually tested under ground effect to
mimic road conditions. A schematic of the flow structure is shown in Fig. 2.11b, with
structure ‘C’ referring to the rolled-up vortex which generates additional drag as with up-
sweep vortices on aircraft. The Ahmed body is possibly the most researched form of the
afterbody vortex, being a wide topic of interest within the automotive research community
for drag reduction. A large quantity of literature is available on the topic both in terms of
flow physics and flow control, which might enhance the understanding of afterbody flows
relevant to aircraft and provide possible flow control pathways.
Ahmed et al. (1984) used interchangeable afterbodies and varied the base slant angle
to observe the resulting flow structure; the tests were conducted at a Reynolds number
(based on model length) of 4.29 × 106. It was found that the critical slant angle with the
largest drag coefficient occurs at approximately Φcrit = 30◦ for this geometry (Ahmed
et al., 1984). Initially, as the slant angle (Φ - see Fig. 2.10) is increased, there is a
slight decrease in the drag until approximately Φ = 15◦ (Fig. 2.11a). This is due to
the formation of weak afterbody vortices that induce downwash towards the center of the
model and promote flow reattachment over the rear slant generating a pressure recovery
(Hucho and Sovran, 1993). Increasing the slant angle beyond this gradually increases the
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drag coefficient as the vortices increase in strength and reduce the base pressure on the
rear slant. The counter-rotating vortex flow increases in strength with increasing slant
angle until the critical angle Φcrit = 30◦ (Fig. 2.11a). Beyond the critical angle, the flow
at the top edge of the rear slant fully separates, disrupting the formation of the side edge
vortices resulting in a decrease in drag.
A comparison of the centerline streamwise flow between Φ = 25◦, Φcrit = 30◦ (crit-
ical angle) and Φ = 35◦ can be found in Tunay et al. (2014). The symmetry plane
PIV results show that below the critical angle, the flow only separates at the truncated
square back section at the rear, whereas above the critical angle, the flow at the symme-
try plane is fully separated from the junction of the rear slant. This critical slant angle
of Φcrit = 30◦ for Ahmed bodies is lower compared to slanted base cylinders discussed
previously (Φcrit = 45◦ - 50◦). Sedney (1982) attempts to explain the critical slant angle
on Ahmed bodies using vortex breakdown. The analytical analysis considered an Ahmed
body with a straight side edge and attempts to calculate the swirl angle for the side edge
vortices. The results indicate that there is some evidence to suggest vortex breakdown
around the critical upsweep angle, although it is mentioned that the analysis itself is sim-
plified and requires further evaluation. The same analysis was not conducted for slanted
base cylinders within the vortex flow regime due to the complexity of the elliptic leading
edge.
It has been observed that promoting full separation over the rear slant of the Ahmed
body could result in drag reduction due to the mitigation of the vortices (Thacker et al.,
2012). Some studies have noted that both flow regimes can be expected to exist at the
critical angle for Ahmed bodies during separate runs, since the high drag vortex flow was
found to be unstable (Vino et al., 2005). Most studies found in the literature focus on
this critical slant angle to study flow physics and drag reduction on Ahmed body flows.
Bearman (1984) notes that the drag due to the longitudinal vortices generated by these
kinds of bodies can be estimated using a wake survey, where the vortices were still clearly
present 6.5 times the model height downstream within the wake.
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2.3 Flow control applied to afterbody vortex flows
The term “flow control” in aerodynamics refers to the manipulation of a flowfield in order
to achieve a desired outcome (Gad-el-Hak, 2001). These outcomes commonly fall within
the categories of: lift enhancement/reduction, drag reduction, noise suppression and con-
trol of fluid-structure interaction. Flow control methods are broadly divided into active
and passive flow control categories. Active flow control requires an external energy input
(e.g. suction, blowing), whereas passive flow control does not (e.g. vortex generators,
bleed). Active flow control typically requires complex systems to implement hence the
carry-over from laboratory to flight tests has been scarce (Cattafesta and Sheplak, 2011).
Passive flow control is generally simpler to implement, however it has disadvantages of
possible drastic detrimental effects at off-design conditions. For example, if a passive
flow control device is found to be beneficial at cruise condition, this may not be true at
take-off and landing, and it may even be detrimental.
For the purposes of the current problem, this subsection reviews flow control methods
applied to all types of afterbody vortex flows with the aim of drag reduction. Afterbody
flow control for drag reduction revolves around two main objectives: reducing the strength
(circulation) of the afterbody vortices and moving them away from the surface. These flow
control objectives are in contrast to those of leading edge vortices on delta wings (Gursul
and Wang, 2018), since a stronger vortex closer to the wing suction surface contributes to
a larger vortex lift.
2.3.1 Active flow control methods
Examples of active flow control on afterbody vortex flows have generally been scarce,
possibly due to the complexity in their application on aircraft. A recent study applied
active flow control using blowing on a Φ = 28◦ axisymmetric slanted base cylinder in
a water tunnel at ReD = 20, 000 (Jackson et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2017). Blowing
was achieved using circular jet holes and several configurations of slots (Fig. 2.12). The
resulting drag coefficient was found to be highly dependent upon jet blowing direction
and jet location. The best case for the circular jets caused a drag reduction of 7% when
blowing outboard at more upstream locations during the shear layer roll-up. The most
beneficial blowing slot configuration was achieved with a spanwise jet flap at x′/c = 7%
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(Fig. 2.12b) blowing parallel to the freestream which resulted in a 9% drag reduction with
a 3% net energy saving. This was due to the interaction between the jet and afterbody
vortices causing the formation of a weaker afterbody vortex which was located further
away from the upsweep surface, the net thrust provided by the jet also aided the drag
reduction.
Ben-Hamou et al. (2007) carried out a combined experimental and numerical inves-
tigation on a generic bluff geometry with a 30◦ upsweep angle (Fig. 2.13). Active flow
control was achieved using piezoelectric fluidic actuators providing periodic excitation.
Experimental results were in terms of unsteady surface pressure measurements and sur-
face flow visualisation. The periodic excitation was provided at a frequency of 1770 Hz,
which managed to eliminate the separation bubble on the lower apex of the ramp en-
tirely and resulted in 3% to 11% drag reduction depending on model incidence. Pressure
measurements indicated lower surface pressures towards the edges of the afterbody, in-
dicating tighter vortices, however the elimination of the separation bubble resulted in the
drag reduction.
Active flow control methods have also been investigated on helicopter afterbody flows.
Active flow control in terms of steady and pulsed blowing (with normalized frequency
1.17) was investigated on a 1:7 helicopter scale model with Φ = 32◦ with varying blow-
ing coefficient values (De Gregorio, 2017). Steady blowing resulted in 5% to 22% drag
reduction while pulsed blowing resulted in 4% to 24% drag reduction with varying model
incidence. PIV measurements indicated that both flow control methods reduced (almost
eliminated for steady blowing) the extent of streamwise flow separation on the afterbody.
Although reductions in drag reported in this study are high, it is not clear how much total
energy saving is achieved with the application of flow control. Le Pape et al. (2013) con-
ducted a similar investigation on a helicopter fuselage model, with flow control applied
using slots on the edges of the afterbody resulting in 23% drag reduction using steady
blowing. With pulsed blowing, the same drag reduction was observed with 50% duty
cycle, utilizing less energy. The synthetic (zero net mass flux) actuators were found to be
less effective at drag reduction for this application, resulting in drag increases apart from
very specific configurations.
Ahmed body flows have also received attention from various active flow control inves-
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tigations. A numerical investigation using a Lattice Boltzmann method was carried out
by Lehugeur and Gillie´ron (2006) which used blowing on the side edges of the slant on a
Φ = 25◦ Ahmed body. The aim of this computational investigation was to induce vortex
breakdown by increasing the swirl number of the vortices. The three-dimensional vor-
ticity iso-surfaces indicated vortex breakdown with blowing. Computed surface pressure
distributions showed that the low pressure due to the baseline vortex had been disrupted
with blowing, leading to a higher average pressure along the slanted surface of the Ahmed
body. The vortex core swirl ratio (defined in this study as the ratio of tangential to axial
velocity) was increased with blowing which resulted in its breakdown (Fig. 2.14). Overall
6% reduction in drag was observed in the results. Although this study is purely compu-
tational, it provides an interesting result in the potential of utilizing vortex breakdown
as a possible flow control mechanism for afterbody vortices. For afterbody vortex flows
on aircraft, this type of flow control objective may be less desirable due to the increased
unsteadiness resulting from vortex breakdown.
Most active flow control studies on Ahmed bodies focus on the centerline separation
bubble on the junction of the roof and the rear slant. Joseph et al. (2012) implemented
pulsed blowing on a Φ = 25◦ Ahmed body with the aim of reducing the streamwise flow
separation on the junction of the rear roof slant. Reductions in drag of 6% to 8% were
observed. Pulsed blowing with the use of micro-jets using Micro-Electro Mechanical
Systems (MEMS) applied to the same model increased the maximum drag reduction to
10% (Joseph et al., 2013). Roume´as et al. (2009) conducted a numerical simulation which
applied suction at the junction of the rear roof slant on a Φ = 25◦ Ahmed body, resulting
in 17% reduction in drag. The elimination of the separation towards the centerline of the
rear roof resulted in an average increase in pressure over the afterbody. Fluidic oscillators
(a special type of fluidic actuator which produces an oscillating jet) applied by Metka and
Gregory (2015) on the junction of the rear roof slant had a similar effect on a Φ = 25◦
Ahmed body. The output of the fluidic actuators were oriented at a 40◦ angle above the
freestream. Symmetry plane PIV measurements suggested the elimination of the stream-
wise separation bubble which in turn affects the vortex dynamics, resulting in a pressure
recovery. This resulted in a 7% drag reduction with a 5% overall energy saving.
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2.3.2 Passive flow control methods
Bearman (1980) reported preliminary results with the use of surface normal base spoilers
on a Φ = 50◦ (critical upsweep angle) slanted base cylinder model. This flow control
device was expected to promote separation along the upsweep and move the flow regime
from vortex flow to the fully separated wake as discussed previously in Section 2.2.1. The
spanwise pressure measurements showed a clear increase in surface pressure due to the
destruction of vortex flow (Fig. 2.15), suggesting drag reduction may be possible with
such a spoiler. Further flow physics related to this increase in pressure was not discussed.
Similar spoiler applications have been applied on Ahmed bodies with successful drag re-
duction. Beaudoin and Aider (2008) investigated the effects of flaps and spoilers on all
edges of a Φ = 30◦ Ahmed body. The best configurations reported were with flaps on
the side edges of the slant (17.6% drag reduction) and spoilers on the top of the rear slant
(15% drag reduction). The side edge flaps disrupted the low pressure vortex footprint of
the afterbody vortices, while creating a larger separation region towards the centerline of
the model. PIV measurements were not performed for the spoiler on the top of the rear
slant, which showed the best drag reduction when oriented at an angle almost parallel
to the freestream. Fourrie´ et al. (2011) conducted a similar investigation on a Φ = 25◦
Ahmed body by testing spoilers on the top of the rear roof slant. The angle between the
spoiler geometry and the freestream was varied. For the optimum spoiler deflection angle
(approximately 5◦ above freestream) a 9% drag reduction was observed. PIV measure-
ments revealed that the spoiler artificially creates a larger separated region at the rear roof
slant, which disturbs the formation of the side edge vortices.
One of the earliest examples of aircraft afterbody flow control evolved during the de-
velopment of the Short Belfast aircraft where strakes were fitted on the aft of the upsweep
which resulted in a decrease in drag as evidenced by wind tunnel measurements and flight
tests (McCluney and Marshall, 1967). The strakes were expected to interact with the af-
terbody vortices and displace them away from the fuselage surface. It was estimated that
the application of the strakes resulted in approximately 2% reduction in cruise drag for
the Short Belfast. The efficacy of afterbody strakes close to the horizontal tail was also
investigated by Wooten IV and Yechout (2008) on a C-130 scale model. Pressure sensi-
tive paint results confirmed that the presence of the strake disturbed the influence of the
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afterbody vortex on the surface, resulting in a drag reduction.
Although aft mounted strakes seem like a plausible drag reduction device, their pres-
ence may prove detrimental to the airdrop capabilities of transport aircraft (Smith et al.,
2013). Due to this reason, strake designs that were investigated by the United States Air
Force during the 1970’s and 1980’s were never incorporated onto transport aircraft. The
Royal Canadian Air Force used large strakes underneath the horizontal tail of their C-130
fleet during the 1990’s, however incorporating them resulted in the growth of cracks on
the elevator and they were subsequently removed (Carter and Givogue, 2017). This led to
Lockheed Martin carrying out their own drag reduction investigation on the C-130 with
airdropping capabilities in mind, which led to a United States patent (Smith et al., 2013;
Smith et al., 2011). The study combined CFD simulation with flight tests and resulted in
the design of microvanes for use on C-130 aircraft (Fig. 2.16). Microvanes can be con-
sidered to be a specially designed type of vortex generator. These “snug free” microvanes
consisted of blunt edges such that they would not cause hazards during paratrooping or
airdropping missions. A similar CFD investigation was carried out by Telli et al. (2016)
investigating the potential of microvanes and finlets for drag reduction. The microvanes
resulted in almost 4% total drag reduction for the aircraft. The finlets at the optimum
condition result in a drag reduction, however they were not as efficient as the microvanes.
Finlets were also investigated as a drag reduction device on the Boeing C-17 aircraft more
recently by McIlwain et al. (2017). Wind tunnel tests and CFD simulations were carried
out, which revealed a maximum drag reduction of 1.8% with the use of the finlets. Future
flight tests are planned for the most beneficial finlet configurations (Fig. 2.17).
In addition to microvanes and finlets, vortex generators have also been a popular drag
reduction technique for afterbody vortex flows on aircraft. Calarese et al. (1985) tested
vortex generators on a C-130 scale model using drag and base pressure measurements.
The largest reduction in drag was obtained by placing the vortex generators forward of
the fuselage upsweep circumferentially, at local incidence angles of 16◦. Vortex genera-
tors were also tested on 1:17 scale models of Boeing 747 and Lockheed C-5 aircraft by
Wortman (1999). The VGs were placed close to the apex of the upsweep, with three types
of design tested. Total aircraft drag reductions of 1% and 2% were realized for the Boeing
747 and Lockheed C-5 aircraft respectively. Detailed flow physics investigations were not
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performed in either of these studies as achieving drag reduction was the main objective.
2.4 Literature review summary
Based on the literature discussed in this chapter, it is evident that afterbody vortices on
slanted base cylinders have not received adequate attention since the early studies initi-
ated by Morel (1980). The available techniques were restricted to mainly force, pressure
and hot-wire measurements. The results from these previous studies can now be comple-
mented with the availability of laser based flow diagnostics such as PIV, which will reveal
detailed flow physics and vortex properties. In terms of afterbody vortex flows pertinent
to cargo aircraft, the current study will investigate a range of upsweep angles within the
vortex flow regime (24◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 32◦) for slanted base cylinders and report the flow physics
observed using PIV measurements, along with drag measurements and surface pressure,
these results are discussed in Chapter 4.
Some flow control applications on slanted base cylinders have been reported by Bear-
man (1980) (Fig. 2.15 as discussed previously), however, this geometry has not received
much attention in comparison to Ahmed bodies. A range of passive flow control methods
will be investigated on a slanted base cylinder model with Φ = 28◦, a similar upsweep
angle to the Lockheed Martin C-130 transport aircraft. These results are presented in
Chapter 5 of this thesis. Surface pressure measurements and PIV measurements are ex-
pected to provide an insight into the flow mechanisms behind the performance of each
flow control method. Most studies encountered in the literature that involve a specific
aircraft geometry ignore the detailed flow physics in favor of testing more flow control
configurations due to monetary or time restrictions. However, understanding the mecha-
nism in which a certain type of flow control decreases (or in fact, increases) the drag will
help the community of researchers in investigating suitable flow control avenues in future
studies.
2.4.1 Aims and Objectives
• To conduct an experimental investigation to understand the propagation of after-
body vortices on a simplified slanted base cylinder model.
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• Investigate the effect of changing the upsweep angle Φ on the baseline vortex flow
physics within a range more relevant to transport aircraft (24◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 32◦).
• Apply a range of passive flow control methods which indicate potential for control-
ling afterbody vortices and understand the mechanisms of drag reduction/increase
using available experimental methods.
• Investigate the simplified flow physics of an airdropping scenario at a fundamen-
tal level. Suggest possible routes of passive flow control to improve airdropping
accuracy and safety.
• Suggest directions for future research studies on afterbody vortices in light of ob-
servations seen during experimentation.
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2.5 Figures
Figure 2.1: Schematics of vortex roll-up: a) leading-edge vortex for a delta wing b) tip
vortex for a rectangular wing, adapted from Gursul and Wang (2018).
Figure 2.2: a) Schematic of vortex flow, b) vorticity profiles and c) swirl velocity profiles
for Rankine and Lamb-Oseen vortex models (Leweke et al., 2016).
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Figure 2.3: Cylinder with an axisymmetric forebody and slanted base, fineness ratio is
defined by l/D.
Figure 2.4: Variation in drag coefficient with upsweep angle for an axisymmetric slanted
base cylinder, from the review paper by Bearman (1980), o: data from Morel (1980), x:
data from Stuart and Jones (1977).
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Figure 2.5: Variation of base pressure coefficient with upsweep angle, reproduced from
Morel (1980).
Figure 2.6: Two flow regimes that exist on axisymmetric slanted base cylinders with
varying upsweep angle. From Britcher and Alcorn (1991).
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Figure 2.7: Schematic of afterbody vortex wake from an upswept fuselage from Peake
et al. (1972).
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Figure 2.8: Cross-flow vortex development on a C-130 scale model captured using five
hole probe measurements by Epstein et al. (1994).
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Figure 2.9: Unsteady vortical structures on a C-130 with an open ramp door,
Re = 4.56× 106 (based on length), 8◦ angle of attack, from Bergeron et al. (2009).
Figure 2.10: Ahmed body parameters illustrating the slant angle, from the original paper
by Ahmed et al. (1984), dimensions shown in mm.
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Figure 2.11: a) Variation of drag coefficient with slant angle for an Ahmed body and b)
vortical flow structure below the critical slant angle, from Beaudoin and Aider (2008).
Figure 2.12: a) Circular jet blowing locations and configurations on a slanted base
cylinder and b) schematic of jet flap configuration which showed drag reduction when
blowing parallel to freestream. ReD = 20, 000, Φ = 28◦, from Jackson et al. (2017).
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Figure 2.13: Model in wind tunnel (left) and model dimensions showing upsweep angle
of 30◦ (right) for the experiment carried out by Ben-Hamou et al. (2007).
Figure 2.14: Contours of swirl ratio (S) on plane P (illustrated on insert), a) without
blowing, b) Ublowing = 0.5U∞, c) Ublowing = U∞ and d) Ublowing = 1.5U∞. Adapted from
Lehugeur and Gillie´ron (2006).
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Figure 2.15: Effect of a base spoiler on a slanted base cylinder. a) Model geometry and
axes, b) schematic of spoiler and c) spanwise pressure measurements, x: baseline and o:
with base spoiler (Bearman, 1980).
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Figure 2.16: Microvanes attached to a C-130 aircraft prior to flight tests (Smith et al.,
2013).






3.1 University of Bath closed return wind tunnel
The wind tunnel used for the experiments was the closed return wind tunnel within the
Department of Mechanical Engineering, University of Bath. The tunnel has overall work-
ing section dimensions of 2.1 m ×1.5 m ×2.7 m, with an octagonal cross-section to
minimize secondary flow effects at the corners. The starboard side wall and floor of the
working section consists of viewing windows for optical access and test monitoring. The
freestream velocity of the working section is obtained through a pitot-static tube mounted
in the tunnel connected to a digital manometer (Digitron 2020P7) which displays the dy-
namic pressure. The experiments reported in this study were carried out at U∞ = 15
ms−1. Due to the uncertainty in the measurement of dynamic pressure, the uncertainty in
setting the freestream velocity is ±0.12 ms−1 (see Appendix A1 for details of the calcu-
lation). The turbulence intensity of the tunnel is below 0.5%.
3.2 Wind tunnel models
In order to study the effect of upsweep angle on the afterbody vortex flow within a range
more relevant to military transport aircraft, five axisymmetric slanted base cylinder mod-
els were fabricated. Fig. 3.1 provides a general representation of the model. These
simplified models allowed for a fundamental study of afterbody vortices not restricted
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to a specific model of aircraft - the results of which would be expected to complement
previous studies of afterbody vortex flows on slanted base cylinder models discussed pre-
viously (for example Bearman (1980)). Each model had a different afterbody upsweep
angle Φ ranging from 24◦ to 32◦ (Table 3.1). This range of upsweep angles was centered
around the Φ = 28◦ upsweep angle of the Lockheed Martin C-130 aircraft. Once the
effect of upsweep angle was investigated, the Φ = 28◦ model would be used for further
study (passive flow control and flowfield within an airdrop scenario), with its upsweep
surface equipped with pressure taps.
The axisymmetric slanted base cylinder models had cylindrical mid-fuselage sections
with an ellipsoidal nosecone. The cylindrical midsection was fabricated from off-the-
shelf polyvinyl chloride (PVC) pipe with an external diameter D = 200 mm and a wall
thickness of 8 mm. In order to create the upswept surface, the pipes were machined at
the required upsweep angle, and the afterbody was covered with 3 mm thick PVC sheets.
This results in an elliptical upsweep surface with relatively sharp outboard edges which
fixes the separation point for the formation of the afterbody vortex as used in previous
studies reported in literature. The fineness ratio (l/D) of each model was 3 (Fig. 3.1).
For the same fineness ratio, changing the upsweep angle resulted in different afterbody
lengths (L) and these values are presented in Table 3.1.
No boundary layer tripping was applied on the models. As discussed previously in
Section 2.2.1, the studies carried out by Xia and Bearman (1983) and Britcher and Al-
corn (1991) demonstrate that regardless of the state of the oncoming boundary layer, it
is expected that the edge of the upsweep forces a fixed separation and rolling up of the
afterbody vortex. This is a primary reason to use this axisymmetric slanted base cylinder
model as a benchmark for afterbody vortex generation.
The detachable ellipsoidal nosecone geometry was of 2 : 1 major to minor axis ra-
tio and was 3D printed using the solid laser sintering process (SLS). The nosecone was
common to all five models. Once fabricated, the models were painted matt-black in prepa-
ration for PIV testing. Figure 3.1 shows the main model parameters along with the co-
ordinate systems adopted (the spanwise y-axis is into the page according to this repre-
sentation). The tests were performed at a velocity U∞ = 15 ms−1, resulting in a model
diameter based Reynolds number ReD = 2 × 105 for the experiments. The tests were
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Upsweep Angle Φ / ◦ 24 26 28 30 32
L / m 0.45 0.41 0.376 0.346 0.32
Table 3.1: Afterbody lengths with changing upsweep angle, D = 200 mm for all models.
carried out at zero angle of attack and yaw.
It was envisioned that the main PIV study of the baseline flowfield would be cross-
flow measurements at 5 different afterbody lengths x/L = 0.2, 0.4, 0.6, 0.8 and 1.0, these
cross-flow measurement planes are indicated in Fig. 3.1. The camera was to be mounted
at the downstream end of the working section within the tunnel. With the available optics,
a minimum distance of 1 m was sought between the camera location and the trailing edge
of the longest model (Φ = 24◦). In order to facilitate this, a support system was designed
for the models to be mounted within the tunnel attached to a force balance to measure the
drag.
The common support system (Fig. 3.2) was designed such that each model was to
be supported at two points, where the centre of gravity for each model fell between the
supporting points. The main truss structure consisted of solid steel tubing of 25.4 mm
(1”) diameter. The solid tube was threaded at the model supporting locations to allow
for attaching the model using mounting bolts. A larger hollow tube (38.1 mm = 1.5”
diameter) was inserted within the support structure in order to facilitate pressure taps; a
very similar arrangement was encountered in the tests conducted by Freund and Mungal
(1994). Even though each model was supported at two locations, the truss structure was
such that the load was then transferred into a single member which then would connect
onto the force balance. This structure was enclosed in a streamlined fairing made from
glass fibre which was filled in with rigid foam. The resulting symmetric aerofoil profile of
the support system consisted of a thickness-to-chord ratio of about 9%. The entire support
system and fairing was manufactured within the Department of Mechanical Engineering.
The combined blockage effect of the model and support system was less than 2% of the
total working section area, which is comparable to similar studies reported in the litera-
ture. Since the model tests were conducted at zero angle of attack and yaw, this constant
blockage value of 2% was deemed acceptable and no corrections have been applied in this
regard to the current study.
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3.2.1 Flow control geometries
Chapter 5 presents passive flow control applied to the Φ = 28◦ afterbody flowfield. The
flow control geometries considered were 3D printed using acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
(ABS) material using the fused deposition moulding (FDM) process. The flow control
devices were placed on the model using double sided adhesive tape. The designs and
configurations employed are discussed below.
Mini-spoilers
Surface-normal mini-spoilers are the main passive flow control method described in Chap-
ter 5. The spoilers were of full-span at each location along the upsweep as shown in
Fig. 3.3a, and protrude normal to the surface. The spoilers were examined at vari-
ous chordwise locations along the upsweep, from x′s/c = 2.5% to x
′
s/c = 97.5% with
∆x′s/c = 5% spacing in-between locations. Two heights were investigated at each lo-
cation with h/D = 2.5% and 5%. A cross-sectional schematic of these geometries are
presented in Fig. 3.3b. The base plate allowed the spoilers to be placed onto the model
surface.
Vortex Generators
Figure 3.4 presents a schematic of the passive Vortex Generators (VGs) investigated for
drag reduction in Section 5.3 of Chapter 5. The VGs studied were of half delta wing (or
vane) type, which were preferred to flat plate designs due to the expected possibility of
higher VG incidence angles without compromising flow quality. The chord length was
fixed at cV G/D = 27.5% and the two VG designs considered had leading edge sweep
angles Λ = 80◦ and 70◦. Since the chord length was fixed, this resulted in VG heights
hV G/D = 5% for Λ = 80◦, and hV G/D = 10% for Λ = 70◦.
The VGs were placed as pairs (on either side of the model) starting from immediately
upstream of the upsweep apex (referred to as the xV G/c = 0% location - shown in Fig.
3.5a). At this upstream xV G/c = 0% location, it should be noted that there is a separation
distance of 0.2D between the VG trailing-edges (in the counter-rotating configuration) to
minimize their interference on each other. Subsequently, the locations of the VG pairs
were varied along the side edges of the circular fuselage on the afterbody on both sides
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of the model, such that the VG trailing-edges were placed (when viewed from a side
view) at xV G/c = 5%, 10%, (and with spacing ∆xV G/c = 10% from there on) up to
xV G/c = 50% along the afterbody. The locations of the VGs refer to the VG trailing-
edge, effectively the location at which the generated vortex is released to interact with the
afterbody vortex. At each location, the effect of changing the VG incidence angle was
investigated for β = 20◦, 30◦ and 40◦, relative to the freestream direction when viewed
from a side view. VG configurations are usually characterized based on whether a pair of
vortices are co-rotating or counter-rotating relative to each other (Ashill et al., 2005; Lin,
2002). However, in the current study, the VGs are characterized based on the rotational
sense of the generated vortex in comparison to the afterbody vortex - the counter-rotating
cases are taken as positive β, with the co-rotating cases representing negative β (Fig.
3.5b).
Upstream and surface continuation fences
Fences placed upstream of the upsweep apex (when viewed from a side view) were inves-
tigated for drag reduction with the aim of inducing flow separation along the afterbody
and disrupting the vortex flow. Two types of designs were considered, each with two dif-
ferent heights hf/D = 2.5% and 5%. The first fence design (xf/L = 0) was of 0.2D
span located at the apex of the upsweep (Fig. 3.6b), to directly induce flow separation at
the apex. The second fence design extended up to xf/L = 0.1 in the streamwise sense
(when viewed from a side) with the control surface perpendicular to the freestream. Fig-
ure 3.6c shows cross-sectional schematics of these fence designs. The 5 mm base plate
allows attaching the fence onto the model surface.
Four configurations of surface continuation fences were investigated for drag reduc-
tion with the aim of forcing vortex formation further away from the upsweep surface. The
fences were examined with two different lengths hf/D = 5% and 10%, each spanning
two lengths along the upsweep (up to xf/L = 0.1 and 0.5) as shown in Fig. 3.7a. The
slanted 5 mm base plate shown in Fig. 3.7c was used to place the fence onto the model
surface.
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3.2.2 Open ramp door experiments
Chapter 6 presents the addition of a full cavity on the upsweep with a streamwise ramp,
mimicking a simpler version of an open cargo door airdropping scenario. On real aircraft
the afterbody consists of two doors fore (the ramp) and aft along the upsweep. The latter
opens inward to expose a full cavity along the upsweep to allow for larger airdropping ca-
pabilities. The original Φ = 28◦ model was equipped with surface pressure taps (Section
3.4), and its upsweep surface could not be removed to expose a cavity. A new model was
fabricated with upsweep angle Φ = 28◦, with the same model dimensions as the original
Φ = 28◦ model. Since the pipe is hollow, the cavity was created by machining the pipe at
the required Φ = 28◦ upsweep angle. A lining of glass fiber was bonded onto the model
at the apex of the upsweep such that the ramp door geometries could be mounted onto the
model securely (Fig. 3.8).
The ramp geometries (Fig. 3.9) were 3D printed using the stereolithography (SLA)
process. Mounting holes were designed onto the upstream slanted edge of each ramp door
geometry to facilitate fixing onto the model with the cavity presented in Fig. 3.8. Thread
inserts were placed onto the holes such that the ramp geometries could be screwed onto
the model. For the tests conducted on the original Φ = 28◦ model (no cavity), the ramps
were placed onto the model using double sided adhesive tape.
The initial ramp length considered is Lramp/L = 37%. When viewed from down-
stream, the cross-section of the ramp follows the circular edges of the model. This basic
design was used as a starting point after considering current aircraft which employ af-
terbody ramp doors for loading and unloading cargo. On real aircraft with the ramp
door open, the door hinge is not located exactly at the apex of the upsweep, it is typ-
ically located a small distance downstream of the apex along the upsweep surface. A
second ramp design was tested to examine if this backward step at the upsweep apex
would have an effect on the vortex flow (Fig. 3.9b); this design is effectively the top half
of the ‘without step’ ramp design. Both these geometries (without step and with step,
Lramp/L = 37%) were initially tested to examine their effects on the baseline Φ = 28◦
flowfield. Subsequently, two further ramp lengths Lramp/L = 30% and Lramp/L = 45%
were investigated to examine the effect of ramp length on the flowfield.
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Passive flow control was applied to the Lramp/L = 37% flowfield with the aim of
reducing the flow unsteadiness during airdropping scenarios. A schematic of the cases
investigated is shown in Fig. 3.10. The fence height gradually increases to 0.1D at the end
of the ramp as shown in the figure, resembling a half delta wing. The fences were expected
to reduce the overall flow unsteadiness by displacing the ramp vortex away from the ramp
surface. Four cases were considered with the angle θ = 0◦ (horizontal), 33◦ (tangential
to the model curvature), 45◦, and 90◦ (vertical), when viewed from downstream. These
passive fences were 3D printed, the 10 mm base plate shown in Fig. 3.10b was used to
place them onto the ramp surface using double sided adhesive tape.
3.3 Force Measurements
The force balance utilised was of binocular type (Fig. 3.11), this type of design focuses
the strain of a single block of metal onto a localized throat area where the strain gauges
are mounted. The balance should have adequate strength so as to carry the weight of each
model, while being sensitive enough to produce a measureable strain. The force balance
design was based on the data available in literature for the drag force of axisymmetric
slanted base cylinder models from Morel (1980) and Bearman (1980) while producing a
measureable strain of 5 × 10−5 based on the available strain gauges. The strain gauges
were mounted in a full Wheatstone bridge configuration onto the localised strain surfaces.
The force balance was manufactured in-house using Aluminium 2014T6 which was found
to have adequate mechanical properties along with easy machinability and relatively low
cost. The bonding of strain gauges onto the force balance along with its signal precondi-
tioning circuitry was carried out within the instrumentation section in the Department of
Mechanical Engineering.
The force balance circuitry was connected onto the data acquisition system equipped
within the wind tunnel laboratory. Drag data was obtained through a LABVIEW R© in-
terface which was set to acquire data over 10 s with a sampling rate of 1 kHz, with a
minimum of six repeat measurements per experiment. The force balance was calibrated
by applying known weights through a pulley system (Fig. 3.12) attached to a rigid frame.
Each linear calibration curve consisted of a minimum of 10 data points. Regular calibra-
tion checks were carried out on varying days in order to asses the drift in the force balance.
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Before and after each experiment, a zero offset reading was acquired with the wind tunnel
motor running at idle (20 RPM). This drift was typically found to be negligible.







where F is the measured drag force (with the support system drag removed). The
typical uncertainty in the measurement of CD was ±0.008, which is approximately 2%
depending on the measurement (see Section A.1.2 of the Appendix).










The uncertainty in ∆CD is larger than the uncertainty in CD since it is a combina-
tion of two measured quantities. The uncertainty in ∆CD/CD0 was of the order of 3%.
Detailed discussion of the uncertainty calculation is presented in Section A.1.2 of the
Appendix.
3.4 Surface pressure measurements for Φ = 28◦
The Φ = 28◦ model (at the center of the range of upsweep angles considered) was cho-
sen for further detailed study. Its upsweep was equipped with 134 surface pressure taps,
each of 1.6 mm diameter. This would enable the identification of the low pressure vor-
tex footprint created by the vortex along the surface providing valuable information on
changes to the pressure distribution on the upsweep with flow control. A suitable density
of pressure measurement locations was required, hence it was decided to only place the
taps on the starboard side of the upswept surface (Figure 3.13) corresponding to the PIV
measurements side. The density of the taps varied in the spanwise direction depending
on where the time-averaged vorticity was located from initial PIV results. At the surface,
each tap connected to 1.6 mm diameter steel tubing which connected onto flexible PVC
tubing of 2 m length, the other end of which was connected to the Scanivalve R©. Care was
taken to make sure the taps were perpendicular to the surface during manufacturing.
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The pressure was measured using a rotary cylindrical 48 port Scanivalve R© multiplexer.
The operation of the rotary Scanivalve R© involves a stationary disk connected to the 48
pressure input ports coupled to a rotor which steps onto each tap at a time and moves
onto the next tap with a settling time in-between - data is not gathered simultaneously
from all 48 taps at once. The transducer held within the cylindrical Scanivalve R© was
a Scanivalve R© Corp PDCR23 differential pressure transducer with an operational range
from −70 mbar to +70 mbar, measuring gauge pressure. Initial pressure measurements
indicated that the measurement range of the transducer was too large for the current ap-
plication. A new pressure transducer was procured for the use of the current experiments.
The new transducer utilized for the experiments was a Sensortechnics HCX series signal
conditioned transducer operating within the range −10 mbar to +10 mbar with a typical
non-linearity of 0.1% of its full scale output. The output from the rotary Scanivalve was
re-routed and connected to this new transducer which was placed externally.
Since the Scanivalve only had 48 input ports, the 134 taps were divided into 3 sets of
taps, each with 47, 47 and 40 taps respectively (Fig. 3.13). Each set was fed through the
hollow tube within the support system seen in Fig. 3.2 during testing with the Scanivalve R©
placed externally above the working section. The overall surface pressure distribution was
obtained by combining the three measurements (Fig. 3.13b). The taps were numbered ac-
cording to a grid system for easy identification with the grid labels heat shrunk onto the
ends of the flexible PVC tubing. As with the force balance, the Scanivalve R© required
an initial calibration before the pressure data could be obtained in order to convert its
transducer voltage output into pressure. A hand held 1 bar rated Druck DPI610 pressure
calibrator was used in order to apply a known pressure onto the Scanivalve R© and docu-
ment its calibration curve. The transducer was calibrated from −8 mbar to +8 mbar in
anticipation of pressure measurements.
Each pressure measurement consisted of an average of 3 consecutive sets of readings,
where each set consisted of an average of 1000 readings per tap acquired at 1 kHz. The
LABVIEW R© interface allowed for adjusting the settling delay of the transducer between
each of the 48 taps which was set to 1 s. A zero offset reading was obtained for all 48
taps before and after each measurement. The pressure coefficient, CP was then calculated
from the following equation:
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where p is the measured pressure and P∞ is the freestream static pressure. The uncer-
tainty in CP is of the order of ±0.03 (Section A.11 of the Appendix).
3.5 Particle Image Velocimetry (PIV) measurements
Particle Image Velocimetry is an established experimental technique which makes use of
laser optics and image processing techniques in order to realize a velocity field (West-
erweel et al., 2013; Adrian, 2005). This is achieved by seeding the flow with a suitable
agent (usually a type of oil in aerodynamics, glass spheres in hydrodynamics) of appro-
priate size such that they conform to the flow adequately (Melling, 1997). A laser is
used in order to illuminate a certain region of interest (a plane in 2D PIV, volume in 3D).
Images of this region are captured such that the motion of the seeding particles (hence
the flowfield) can be analysed through specially constructed algorithms which implement
a cross-correlation procedure between a pair of images taken a time ∆t apart (Adrian,
1991). The main advantage of PIV when compared to Laser Doppler Velocimetry (LDV)
is that PIV is able to determine multiple velocity vectors simultaneously over the whole
illuminated region whereas LDV is a point-wise measurement.
The PIV system used in this study was a commercially available TSI R© system. The
results presented for the baseline flow in Chapter 4 utilized a TSI R© model 610034 syn-
chroniser and a 120 mJ Nd:YAG laser. A 4 mega pixel (MP) Powerview Plus CCD camera
with a 105 mm f/2.8D Nikon lens was used for these measurements with a ∆t = 8 µs. The
time-averaged measurements were captured using 1000 instantaneous image pairs with a
system capture frequency of 3.75 Hz. Image processing was carried out using the Insight
3G software provided by TSI R©, the Hart cross-correlation algorithm was applied with a
32 × 32 interrogation area and 50% overlap. For the results discussed in Chapters 5 and
6, an updated PIV system was available, with a 610036 model synchroniser, 8MP camera
and a more powerful 200 mJ Evergreen Nd:YAG laser. The same Hart cross-correlation
was applied as before, with 48 × 48 interrogation area and 50% overlap. With all other
settings being the same, both sets of measurements resulted in approximately the same
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spatial resolution which was between 0.9 mm and 1.5 mm for different measurements,
less than 1% of model fuselage diameter. The laser sheet thickness was about 2 mm for
all measurements. A relatively thick laser sheet is required for the cross-flow measure-
ments to ensure the particles do not leave the plane within an image pair. Once image
processing was carried out on Insight 3G, the resulting vector file was post-processed
through MATLAB R© in order to non-dimensionalise variables and calculate other useful
flow parameters such as vorticity. The results were then visualized and further processed
in Tecplot R© 360.
The seeding particles for PIV were generated using a TSI R© model 9307 6-jet oil
droplet generator which employed a Laskin nozzle to atomize the seeding agent. Olive
oil was used as the seeding agent for the present experiments. The manufacturer-specified
mean seeding particle diameter dp was about 1 µm with oil of average density ρp = 860
kg m−3. The slip velocity of the seeding particles (Uslip) needs to be estimated in order
to check if they maybe suitable for this application. This is typically done by considering
Stokes’ law for low Reynolds number flow past a sphere (Grant, 1997). The equation for







This gives an estimated slip velocity of 2.6× 10−5 m s−1. This estimated slip velocity
is the velocity of the seeding particles falling under gravity. Since the calculated value is
negligible compared to the freestream of 15 m s−1, these seeding particles are considered
suitable for this PIV application as they are expected to conform to the freestream flow
adequately.
In order to study the baseline flowfield, cross-flow PIV measurements were performed
for each model on each of the measurement stations specified previously (Fig. 3.1). This
was thought to provide a good understanding of how the afterbody vortices propagate
along each upsweep, and furthermore what effect (if any) the upsweep angle Φ would have
on the vortex flow. Due to the field of view and the required resolution, only the starboard
side vortex would be captured with the cross-flow PIV measurements, assuming model
alignment and flow symmetry. The PIV camera was positioned downstream of the model
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inside the working section within a transparent perspex box (Fig. 3.14a), with the laser
mounted on a traverse system perpendicular to the freestream. The PIV spatial calibration
was performed by aligning a ruler with the laser sheet at the required measurement plane
and obtaining a well-focused image. The traverse allowed the laser to be moved vertically
and horizontally, while the camera box could be moved vertically along the support pole.
Once each model was mounted within the tunnel and its alignment checked, the laser and
camera were set up in order to capture the required cross-flow plane. The camera and the
laser had to be moved in between cross-flow measurements, which then required a PIV
calibration between measurements.
In addition to the cross-flow PIV planes, measurements were made on the streamwise
symmetry (y = 0) plane in order to investigate the flow at the model centerline. The
camera was mounted outside the tunnel working section on the starboard side which was
equipped with viewing windows. The laser sheet was directed from underneath the tunnel
working section (Fig. 3.14b) using a TSI R© model 610015 light arm. Within this plane,
image capturing was achieved using a 50 mm f/1.8D Nikon lens. PIV image process-
ing settings were the same as before with the 8MP camera system, allowing for 4 mm
spatial resolution. The flowfield results from this measurement plane were only used to
examine regions of centerline flow separation, hence this reduced resolution was deemed
acceptable.
3.5.1 Particle Image Velocimetry uncertainty
Obtaining the velocity field from PIV has an associated measurement uncertainty which
needs to be discussed. At each stage of the PIV measurement process, an uncertainty
is introduced (Westerweel et al., 2013). The fluid is effectively discretised into random
points by the seeding particles, which have to be illuminated sufficiently using a focused
laser light sheet such that they can be sensed using the imaging optics and subsequently
processed to obtain flow parameters. These steps all contribute to the measurement uncer-
tainty. Quantification of PIV measurement uncertainty is a widely debated research topic
within the experimental fluid mechanics community, a few recent methods are discussed
by Sciacchitano et al. (2015). The current analysis considers the peak-to-peak ratio (PPR)
method.
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According to Charonko and Vlachos (2013) the many factors that affect the PIV mea-
surement uncertainty are all encompassed within the PIV cross-correlation. It was shown
that the correlation peak-to-peak ratio (PPR), which is the ratio of the highest correlation
peak (used to perform the cross-correlation) to the second highest peak, is directly related
to the resulting PIV measurement uncertainty. The PPR will vary across the measurement
region for each PIV measurement. The higher the PPR for each measurement vector, the
lower the calculated PIV uncertainty.
The PPR method for PIV uncertainty has been implemented and calibrated within the
Insight 4G software for each set of PIV processing parameters. For each grid point within
each instantaneous PIV measurement, the uncertainty (δUinst) and PPR can be exported
for further analysis. A PIV measurement vector is realized for a PPR value larger than 1.2.
An example PPR distribution for a typical instantaneous cross-flow PIV measurement for
the current experiments is shown in Fig. 3.15.
Once the uncertainty of each PIV grid point within each instantaneous snapshot is





where N is the number of instantaneous PIV snapshots used to obtain the time-
averaged velocity field. Equation 3.5 implies that a large N will decrease the uncertainty
in the time-averaged measurement. Sciacchitano and Wieneke (2016) mentions that σδU
is related to the actual unsteady fluctuations in the velocity, σ, and the variations due to
the measurement uncertainty, σerr as below:
σ2δU = σ
2 + σ2err, (3.6)
where σ2err = δU2inst, which is the mean-square of the instantaneous measurement
uncertainty (Sciacchitano and Wieneke, 2016) obtained using the PPR method described
previously. The typical percentage uncertainty for time-averaged flowfields is presented
in Fig. 3.16 for the present measurements. For the cross-flow time-averaged measure-
ments, a typical measurement uncertainty closer to the vortex core is about 0.75%U∞
with a maximum uncertainty of 1.25%U∞ (Fig. 3.16a). The uncertainty is larger for the
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measurements in the symmetry plane in Fig. 3.16b, with typical measurement uncertainty
around 1.5%U∞ and maximum uncertainty of about 3%U∞ occurring close to the model
surface.
3.5.2 Further analysis from PIV results
The velocity field resulting from the PIV measurements was manipulated to obtain several
important flowfield properties that were used to describe the vortex flow. This section
provides a brief summary of the main calculations performed and the underlying theory.
Vorticity and Circulation
Vorticity describes the local rotation of a fluid element. Mathematically, it is expressed as
the curl of the velocity vector: ω = ∇ × u. Since the data obtained from PIV is in two
dimensions, it is useful to visualize this concept in two dimensions as discussed below.
Consider the fluid element in Fig. 3.17 with sides dy and dz, the vertices are described
by ABCD, the velocities v and w are in the directions of y and z respectively. The
axes shown in the figure correspond to the cross-flow coordinates adopted in the current
study, with the x-axis perpendicular to the plane. The fluid element is subjected to cross
derivatives of the flow (i.e. dv/dz and dw/dy) resulting in the rotation of vertex AB in
the anticlockwise sense and AD in the clockwise sense as shown. After a certain time
period dt, a general deformation of the fluid element occurs as indicated, resulting in the
new vertices A′B′C ′D′. The line A′B′ creates the angle dγ against the horizontal y-axis,
while A′D′ creates dδ against the vertical z-axis.





Equation 3.7 holds for small angles, since tan(dγ) ≈ dγ, and assuming normal deriva-
tives of the flowfield (dw/dz and dv/dy) are negligible (i.e. the fluid element undergoes
only angular deformation). A similar equation can be written for dδ:
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Vorticity ω is then defined as twice the angular velocity ζ of the fluid element, ω =
















Equation 3.9 is obtained by substituting for dγ and dδ using equations 3.7 and 3.8 re-
spectively. By convention, anticlockwise rotation is considered positive, hence the contri-
bution of dδ to the current vorticity term is negative. In physical terms, non-zero vorticity
represents a change in angle between AC and A′C ′, in instances where dγ = dδ the fluid
is irrotational even though cross-derivatives are present.
For the two-dimensional velocity field obtained by PIV, the vorticity was calculated
using MATLAB R©, and non-dimensionalised as ωD/U∞. The gradients were calculated
using the velocities at neighboring grid points and known grid spacing.
The discussion presented for vorticity concerned the rotation of one fluid element.
Circulation is the combined effect of such rotation within all the fluid elements. For a
vortex flow, circulation is an indication of the strength of the vortex. The cross-flow




To avoid performing the circulation calculation on an arbitrary user-defined area, an
iterative method was performed in MATLAB R©. Initially the vortex center was identified
using the Q-criterion (discussed in the next sub-section). The circulation around this
center was then calculated using an area integral of vorticity. The calculation then expands
outwards along the grid by one spatial resolution and recalculates the circulation until
the resulting change in circulation between successive iterations is less than a certain
threshold (usually set to 1% or 0.5% depending on vortex diffusion). Once the circulation
was obtained, it was non-dimensionalised for comparison using Γ/U∞D.
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Vortex identification using the Q-criterion
The most straightforward method of vortex identification is the maximum vorticity crite-
rion. Since the vortex core contains vorticity, and the peak vorticity is expected to exist
at its rotational center (see for example, Fig. 2.2 for the Lamb-Oseen vortex model), this
can be used as a basic vortex identification scheme. However, vorticity calculated using
a discrete velocity field obtained experimentally is subject to noise (Morgan et al., 2009).
The origins of the noisy signals could be model reflections, or reflections off the seeding
particles if the laser power is too high or camera aperture is larger than required. Another
issue with using maximum vorticity to identify the vortex center occurs when there is a
shear layer close to the vortex with comparable strength. In the current study, the after-
body vortex formation in the near wake is studied, and hence using the maximum vorticity
as a vortex identification scheme is expected to cause problems due to the close proximity
of the shear layer. A more robust method of vortex identification was sought in order to
overcome this.
The Q-criterion was first proposed by Hunt et al. (1988), and is a widely accepted
and well-documented vortex identification method, the principle of which relies in de-
constructing the velocity gradient tensor (∇u) into a strain component (S) and a rotating
component (Ω) (Jeong and Hussain, 1995).
Considering a two dimensional flow in the y-z plane as before, the deconstruction is
as follows (Morgan et al., 2009; Chakraborty et al., 2005);


































where the superscript t denotes matrix transpose. The definition of the Q-criterion is
as follows (Chakraborty et al., 2005):
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(‖ Ω ‖2 − ‖ S ‖2). (3.12)
A vortex is identified as a region with a positive value for Q (Q >0). On observation
of equation 3.12 it is realized that a positive Q exists when the rotational component (Ω)
is greater than the strain component (S), hence the Q-criterion seems to overcome the
previously mentioned problem of using the maximum vorticity criterion in distinguishing
regions of shear from regions of rotation. The Q-criterion was calculated in MATLAB R©
for the current study, and the vortex center is located at the maximum positive Q-value.
An example of its application is presented in Fig. 3.18 for the present cross-flow mea-
surements.
Core radius
The vortex core radius is another useful parameter that can be obtained from the experi-
mental cross-flow velocity field, and is a measure of the spatial extent of the vortex core.
The time-averaged vortex core radius was calculated in the present study based on an
azimuthal average. A radial distance was first determined for each grid point away from
the vortex center. The velocity magnitude at each grid point was then calculated and aver-
aged at each radius value to create the azimuthal average in the cross-flow plane. The core
radius was obtained by locating the maximum velocity magnitude within the cross-flow
plane based on this azimuthal-averaged velocity field. Figure 3.19 shows an example of
such a velocity profile and its corresponding vorticity distribution for reference.
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
The Proper Orthogonal Decomposition (POD) employs a statistical means of extracting
the major salient flow features that may otherwise be hidden within the instantaneous
snapshots (Berkooz et al., 1993). POD has been used extensively in previous studies in
order to reveal hidden flow features of vortex flows (Wang and Gursul, 2012; Graftieaux
et al., 2001; Adrian et al., 2000). A general mathematical discussion of POD is presented
in Section A.2 of the Appendix.
The current method employs the method of snapshots POD approach. The fluctuat-
ing velocity component of each PIV snapshot is obtained by subtracting the ensemble-
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averaged velocity field. This is followed by the construction of a correlation matrix which
is a matrix multiplication of the fluctuating component with its transpose. The eigenvalue
problem is solved for this correlation matrix such that each eigenvalue represents the
energy contained within the corresponding mode. The relative energy contained within
the mode can then be calculated as a percentage of the total energy. The corresponding
eigenvector represents the basis function or mode shape.
The POD modes are arranged in descending order of energy contained within them
such that mode 1 contains the highest energy and can be considered the most dominant
mode. If the sum of mode energies contained within the first few modes is relatively high,
then these few modes can be used to describe the whole flowfield, neglecting the minor
influence of all the other modes. The POD results can also be analysed to identify the
number of modes required to reach a certain value of the total energy (50% in the present
study), which is an indication of the underlying flowfield structure. In this regard, POD is
a useful tool in identifying major behaviours or trends within an otherwise random flow-
field. In the current study, the POD results are presented as vorticity which was calculated
from the resulting POD modes. The results were post-processed for visualisation using
Tecplot R© 360. For the POD calculation, a MATLAB R© code was used in the current study
(Chen et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2012) which implements the method of snapshots POD
approach.
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3.6 Figures
Figure 3.1: Wind tunnel model parameters and associated axes.
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Figure 3.2: Support system design: a) top view and b) port side view.
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Figure 3.3: a) Representation of full-span mini-spoilers placed on the Φ = 28◦ model, b)
cross-sectional schematic of h/D = 2.5% and h/D = 5%, dimensions in mm.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic of half delta wing vortex generators used for passive flow control.
Λ = 80◦ with hV G/D = 5% (top) and Λ = 70◦ with hV G/D = 10% (bottom),
dimensions in mm.
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Figure 3.5: Schematics of Vortex Generator locations and configurations investigated. a)
Bottom view of VG placed at xV G/c = 0% and b) port side view (top) and bottom view
(bottom) for VG placed at xV G/c = 20%.
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Figure 3.6: Schematic of upstream fences: a) view from port side, b) bottom view of
model, and c) cross-sectional profile view of A-A, dimensions in mm.
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Figure 3.7: Schematic of surface continuation fences: a) view from port side, b) bottom
view of model, and c) cross-sectional profile view of A-A, dimensions in mm.
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Figure 3.8: Perspective view of model with cavity, Φ = 28◦, utilized in Chapter 6 for
open ramp door experiments.
Figure 3.9: Schematic of ramp designs considered, Lramp/L = 37%: a) without step and
b) with step.
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Figure 3.10: a) Schematic of passive flow control fences applied to ramp flowfield with
fence geometry outlined in red, b) detailed schematic of θ = 90◦ fence (port side),
dimensions in mm.
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Figure 3.11: Perspective view of force balance design, dimensions in mm.
Figure 3.12: Schematic illustration of force balance calibration setup in the wind tunnel.
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Figure 3.13: Pressure tap locations: a) layout of pressure taps on Φ = 28◦ upsweep with
associated axes and b) baseline streamwise pressure measurement (y′ = 0) from the
combination of three sets of measurements.
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Figure 3.14: Experimental setup for PIV measurements: a) cross-flow plane and b)
streamwise plane.
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Figure 3.15: Instantaneous vorticity for a cross-flow PIV measurement at x/L = 1.0
(left) and Peak-to-Peak ratio (PPR) (right).
Figure 3.16: Calculated PIV measurement uncertainty using the PPR method: a)
cross-flow vorticity at x/L = 1.0 for Φ = 28◦ (left) and uncertainty (right) and b)
velocity with streamlines for Φ = 28◦ symmetry plane measurements (left) and
uncertainty (right).
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Figure 3.17: Schematic of a fluid element undergoing angular deformation.
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Figure 3.18: Comparison of vorticity vs. Q-criterion contours for a fully developed
vortex at the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, instantaneous (left) and time-averaged (right): a)
vorticity and b) Q-criterion.
Figure 3.19: Azimuthal-averaged experimental data, vorticity (left) and velocity (right)




EFFECT OF UPSWEEP ANGLE
4.1 Summary
This chapter presents the baseline afterbody vortex flowfield and examines the effect of
upsweep angle for slanted base cylinders within the range 24◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 32◦. Drag mea-
surements were conducted and compared with previous studies found in literature. The
afterbody vortex flow physics are examined using pressure measurements (Φ = 28◦) and
Particle Image Velocimetry measurements. Further unsteady flow physics are presented
including Proper Orthogonal Decomposition and compared to other more comprehen-
sively studied external vortex flows (wing tip vortices and delta wing vortices).
4.2 Drag results and comparison with previous studies
The baseline drag measurements for all models are shown in Fig. 4.1 along with data
extracted from previous studies. The presented data shows the isolated model drag force
once the support drag is eliminated. The plot also includes information on test Reynolds
number and model fineness ratio reported in literature, such that any influence of these
parameters could be examined. Fineness ratio is the ratio of model length from the nose
to the upsweep apex normalized by the model diameter (see discussion for Fig. 3.1).
The data from Stuart and Jones (1977) was extracted from the review paper by Bearman
(1980), Reynolds number information was not available for this data set. The present
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experimental data overall shows good agreement with previous studies on slanted base
cylinder models. Increasing the upsweep angle within the range considered in the present
experiments (24◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 32◦) has caused a 50% increase in the resulting drag coefficient.
Observing the data presented suggests that neither Reynolds number nor model fineness
ratio have a significant influence on the resulting drag coefficient within the range of
experimental conditions considered. This is in broad agreement with previous findings
reported in the literature.
4.3 Time-averaged flow and surface pressure
Figure 4.2 presents the surface pressure distribution for the Φ = 28◦ upsweep with the
time-averaged streamwise vorticity superimposed. The PIV image frame outlines are
shown in order to preserve clarity, and the elliptical upsweep surface is shown with the
flow approaching from bottom right as a perspective view. The vortex roll-up can be
identified at the two most upstream measurement planes (x/L = 0.2 and 0.4) within the
time-averaged vorticity in Fig. 4.2, this vortex roll-up process is similar to that observed
over delta wings and tip vortices. The strong shear layer shed from the outboard edge of
the ellipse feeds vorticity into the vortex core, resulting in its formation. An axisymmetric
vortex core region starts appearing at the x/L = 0.6 measurement plane, which progres-
sively moves away from the surface towards the trailing-edge x/L = 1.0. The shear layer
is still present beyond x/L = 0.6, however it is weak in comparison to the core vorticity
and cannot be observed at the vorticity level presented.
The surface pressure measurements show an overall adverse pressure gradient present
at the centerline along the upsweep surface. Towards the outboard edge of the ellipse, a re-
gion of spanwise low pressure is captured within the pressure measurements, prominently
observable at stations upstream of x/L = 0.6. This is the influence of the afterbody vortex
on the surface, referred to as a vortex footprint, and accounts for a majority of the vortex
drag due to the afterbody vortex. The location of the vortex footprint corresponds to the
time-averaged vorticity being closest to the upsweep surface, showing good agreement
between the PIV and pressure measurements.
In order to aid visualisation of the same flowfield in relation to the slanted base cylin-
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der model, a three-dimensional perspective view of the time-averaged streamwise vor-
ticity is shown in Fig. 4.3 for the Φ = 28◦ model. The dotted lines on the upsweep
surface represent the laser sheet intersecting the model surface and the x/L location of
each measurement plane is denoted within the figure. This figure is presented at this stage
for completeness, since most of the results in later chapters within this thesis discuss the
flowfields in this manner. Figure 4.4 shows the baseline flow behaviour in the y = 0
streamwise plane at the centerline of the model for Φ = 28◦. The results indicate no flow
separation in this plane for the baseline case, with the streamlines following the afterbody
shape. The time-averaged vorticity provides an indication of the boundary layer growth
on the model surface, however, the measurements within this plane are of low resolution
and cannot be used to accurately determine the boundary layer parameters.
4.4 Effect of upsweep angle
Figure 4.5 presents cross-flow views of the time-averaged streamwise vorticity for the
two most extreme upsweep angles investigated. The horizontal line within each cross-
flow view represents the laser sheet intersecting the model surface. The vortex roll-up
discussed previously can be identified at x/L = 0.2 and 0.4 (Fig. 4.5a and b) for both
upsweep angles presented. The shear layer is not visible beyond x/L = 0.6 owing to
its relatively weak strength compared to the vortex. Downstream of x/L = 0.6, the
vortex becomes almost axisymmetric. The location of each time-averaged vortex has
not changed appreciably between the two extreme upsweep angles presented in Fig. 4.5
within each cross-flow plane. Comparing across Fig. 4.5d and e (for x/L = 0.8 and 1.0),
the vortex strength appears to increase with increasing upsweep angle, with the time-
averaged vorticity occupying a larger area. This will be numerically investigated further.
The time-averaged cross-flow streamlines for the same upsweep angles are presented in
Fig. 4.6 for comparison.
Figure 4.7 compares the effect of upsweep angle at x/L = 0.6. The apparent non-
axisymmetric vorticity regions observed with the Φ = 24◦ and Φ = 26◦ (Fig. 4.7a and b)
cases will be discussed in the forthcoming section owing to their instantaneous flowfields.
As the upsweep angle is increased, the vortex core regions occupy a larger area, appearing
more coherent and axisymmetric, suggesting an increase in vortex strength. The results
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at the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0 (Fig. 4.8), show an axisymmetric vortex core region for
each upsweep angle suggesting a fully developed vortex. The results at this measurement
plane also qualitatively suggest an increase in vortex strength with increasing upsweep
angle, since the time-averaged vorticity occupies a larger area. The vortex core locations
have not changed appreciably with increasing upsweep angle at either of the measurement
locations presented in Figs. 4.7 and 4.8.
The time-averaged cross-flow vortex circulation was calculated for all cases in order
to quantify the vortex strength. The numerical method used to calculate circulation is
described in Section 3.5.2, where the calculation was performed until the change between
successive iterations was less than 1%. The results are presented in Fig. 4.9a. For all
upsweep angles, the circulation increases in the streamwise direction as the shear layer
continuously sheds vorticity into the vortex core. The shear layer was not visible beyond
x/L = 0.6 in the time-averaged vorticity since it is weaker compared to the vortex. The
growth in circulation is more rapid at x/L = 0.2 and 0.4 measurement planes for all
upsweep angles, suggesting that the initial vortex roll-up has a major influence on the
strength of the fully-developed afterbody vortex. This is in contrast to the linear growth of
circulation in the streamwise direction observed on delta wings (Gursul and Wang, 2018).
The shear layer is relatively weak further downstream and hence does not contribute to
the circulation to a great extent: the ratio of circulations at x/L = 0.6 and x/L = 1.0
(trailing-edge) is 91% for Φ = 24◦ and 82% for Φ = 32◦ respectively. Downstream of
x/L = 0.6 once the initial vortex roll-up is almost complete, increasing the upsweep
angle increases the circulation. At the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, increasing the upsweep
angle has increased the circulation, resulting in a stronger vortex. There is a 50% increase
in the resulting circulation with increasing upsweep angle within the range considered,
confirming that the vortex strength is sensitive to the upsweep angle.
The circulation results suggest that the afterbody vortex strength increases with in-
creasing upsweep angle as discussed above, however, the tilt of the vortex axis with
respect to the measurement plane must be discussed. Each PIV measurement plane is
perpendicular to the freestream and not necessarily the vortex axis, which will vary as the
vortex develops along the upsweep surface. The maximum vortex tilt is expected at the
first three measurement planes up to x/L = 0.6. In the current study, the objective is
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to compare the vortex circulation with increasing upsweep angle, not the absolute value
of circulation itself. There is an 8◦ difference between the two extreme upsweep angles
(Φ = 24◦ to 32◦). Wu et al. (2006) (page 73) state that the calculated circulation of a
vortex tube is independent of the orientation of the measurement plane due to the first
Helmholtz vortex theorem. However, Morgan et al. (2009) report that for discrete PIV
velocity fields, a 13.5◦ vortex tilt compared to the measurement plane could cause a 5%
change in the resulting circulation measurement. Based on this, comparing the circula-
tion at each measurement plane between the two extreme upsweep angles is expected to
cause an error less than 5%. Even considering a 5% error in the measured circulation, the
results with increasing upsweep angle are still significant, especially towards the trailing-
edge where the vortex tilt is expected to be minimal.
Figure 4.9b presents azimuthal-averaged cross-flow velocity profiles for the time-
averaged flowfields at the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0. The velocity profiles are centered
at the time-averaged vortex center location, and the horizontal (r/D) axis represents a
radial distance away from the vortex center. The maximum tangential velocity within the
cross-flow plane increases by approximately 65% between Φ = 24◦ and Φ = 32◦, which
confirms the increase in vortex strength with upsweep angle at the trailing-edge.
The increase in drag encountered in Fig. 4.1 can now be attributed to this increase
in vortex strength with upsweep angle. A stronger vortex implies a larger negative pres-
sure acting on the upsweep surface, resulting in a larger pressure drag. The trailing-edge
circulation is plotted in Fig. 4.10 against the drag coefficient for the upsweep angles con-
sidered. The results reveal an almost linear relationship with a correlation coefficient of





which suggests that the drag coefficient is nearly proportional to the vortex circulation
at the trailing-edge.
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4.5 Unsteady Aspects
A comparison between the time-averaged and a corresponding instantaneous vorticity
snapshot for Φ = 32◦ is presented in Fig. 4.11. The instantaneous flowfield was found to
be unsteady in nature. The shear layer development can be identified at x/L = 0.2 and
0.4 (Figs. 4.11a and b). The instantaneous vorticity at x/L = 0.6 is diffused (Fig. 4.11c),
which resulted in a diffusion in the time-averaged vorticity at this location. Towards the
trailing-edge however, the instantaneous vorticity is more concentrated and resembles the
time-averaged vorticity to a greater extent. Figure 4.12 presents instantaneous vorticity
comparisons at the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, for Φ = 24◦, 28◦ and 32◦. The instanta-
neous vorticity is more concentrated and coherent with increasing upsweep angle, closely
resembling the time-averaged vortex structure.
Probability plots of vortex meandering are presented in Figs. 4.13 and 4.14 based
on the Q-criterion (see Section 3.5.2 for a discussion of the Q-criterion). These plots
aid in the spatial visualisation of vortex meandering, information which is lost within the
time-averaged vortex. Figure 4.13 presents a comparison between Φ = 26◦ and Φ =
32◦. The results suggest that the vortex meanders less towards the trailing-edge for both
upsweep angles presented. This is in contrast to the observations of increased meandering
in the streamwise direction for wing tip and delta wing vortices (Devenport et al., 1996;
Menke and Gursul, 1997). For Φ = 26◦, x/L = 0.6 (Fig. 4.13c), there appears to be
a double peak in the probability plot. This suggests that the vortex exists at these two
preferred locations. The apparent non-circular time-averaged vorticity seen previously in
Fig. 4.7a and b is caused by this meandering characteristic. Probability plots for these
cases are presented in Fig. 4.14a and b which shows the probability of vortex location
at x/L = 0.6 for Φ = 24◦ and Φ = 26◦. The probability plots suggest that the vortex
meandering occurs mainly along the vertical axis for these cases. This suggests that the
time-averaged vorticity deformation observed in Fig. 4.7 for Φ = 24◦ and Φ = 26◦ is
due to this instantaneous meandering characteristic which is not observed for the other
upsweep angles. The probability plots for the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, are also shown in
Fig. 4.14, indicating a decrease in meandering towards the trailing-edge for all upsweep
angles considered. The locations of the peak probabilities do not vary appreciably within
the range considered.
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The time-averaged vortex core radii (rcore) were calculated for all measurement planes
based on the maximum azimuthal-averaged cross-flow velocity magnitude according to
the method described in Section 3.5.2. The results are presented in Fig. 4.15. During
the initial vortex roll-up process, there is a rapid increase in the vortex core radius until
x/L = 0.6. Downstream of x/L = 0.6, despite the continuous increase in circulation,
the core radius decreases towards the trailing-edge for all upsweep angles, indicating a
tightening of the vortex core. This reduction of core radius in the streamwise direction
has not been observed with other external aerodynamic vortex flows previously.
Figure 4.16a presents the vortex meandering amplitude (am) results, this parameter
quantifies the vortex meandering relative to the location of the time-averaged vortex (iden-
tified using the Q-criterion), and gives an indication of the flow unsteadiness. It is defined









In Fig. 4.16a, the two smallest upsweep angles exhibit similar behaviour, with a pro-
gressively increasing meandering amplitude until x/L = 0.8, and a reduction towards the
trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0. These two smallest upsweep angles have smaller am values at
stations preceding x/L = 0.6. Both meandering behaviours are consistent with the prob-
ability plots presented previously as expected. The streamwise station at which the peak
meandering amplitude occurs moves further upstream as the upsweep angle is increased.
For example, for Φ = 24◦ the largest am occurs at x/L = 0.8, whereas for Φ = 32◦, the
largest am occurs at the second measurement plane x/L = 0.4. For all upsweep angles
considered, there is a decreasing trend in am towards the trailing-edge between x/L = 0.8
and x/L = 1.0 which is consistent with the probability plots presented previously. This
reduction of meandering in the streamwise direction has not been observed previously in
external aerodynamic vortex flows.
There is a close relationship between the vortex meandering amplitude am and the
time-averaged vortex core radius rcore. A vortex flow with a larger meandering amplitude
is expected to result in a larger time-averaged vortex core radius, and subsequently may re-
sult in a diffusion of the time-averaged vorticity. Figure 4.16b presents the ratio am/rcore,
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and provides a means of observing the effects of meandering on the time-averaged core
radius for the present data. The ratio of am/rcore at the trailing-edge is approximately
0.3 to 0.4 for all cases. This value is of similar magnitude to those reported for wing tip
vortices (Devenport et al., 1996; Margaris et al., 2008).
4.6 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
The first two POD modes for the two most extreme upsweep angles Φ = 24◦ and Φ = 32◦
are presented in Figs. 4.17 and 4.18 respectively. The first POD mode for Φ = 24◦ in Fig.
4.17a is similar to its corresponding time-averaged flow. Further downstream, the POD
mode shape changes drastically. Towards the trailing-edge x/L = 1.0, an almost circular
vortex dipole forms. This dipole is centered on the location of the time-averaged vortex
center, and is interpreted as a helical displacement mode with azimuthal wavenumber
|m| = 1. The effect of this vortex dipole is to cause a decrease in vorticity in one half
of the time-averaged vortex core, and an increase in the other, resulting in an overall
displacement of the vortex core (Fabre et al., 2006). The first and second POD modes are
orthogonal to each other (Fig. 4.17e), a linear combination of the two modes represent
the dominant direction of the vortex meandering. This helical displacement mode has
previously been discovered as the dominant POD mode for wing tip vortices (Chen et al.,
2016; Del Pino et al., 2011), delta wing vortices (Zhang et al., 2016) and inlet vortices
(Wang and Gursul, 2012). The helical mode instability was theoretically predicted by
Antkowiak and Brancher (2004), considering the transient evolution of flow disturbances
for a Lamb-Oseen vortex. Edstrand et al. (2016) encountered the same |m| = 1 helical
displacement mode numerically for a Batchelor vortex which matched the wind tunnel
velocity measurements of a wing tip vortex.
The POD modes for the largest upsweep angle, Φ = 32◦ are shown in Fig. 4.18.
Comparing the mode shapes between Fig. 4.17 (Φ = 24◦) and Fig. 4.18 (Φ = 32◦),
the vortex dipole corresponding to the helical mode has increased in coherence with in-
creasing upsweep angle. This suggests that the|m| = 1 mode has become more dominant
with increasing upsweep angle. Figure 4.19 presents a comparison of the helical mode at
the trailing-edge x/L = 1.0 for all upsweep angles. For each upsweep angle, the vortex
dipole is centered around the location of the time-averaged vortex core. There is a general
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trend of increasing coherence as the upsweep angle is increased, with the vortex dipole
becoming more coherent and circular.
Figure 4.20 presents a summary of the mode energies at x/L = 1.0 for all upsweep
angles. The cumulative energy graphs indicate the first mode at which the energy sur-
passes 50% of the total energy. If the number of modes required to reach a certain level of
total energy (50% in the present analysis) is smaller, then the first few modes can be con-
sidered more relevant in describing the overall flowfield. Looking at the individual mode
energy graphs, the first two POD modes (corresponding to the helical mode) contains
higher mode energies compared to the rest of the modes in the decomposition. However,
for the first two upsweep angles (Fig. 4.20a and b) the difference in energy between the
first two modes and the rest of the modes is not large in comparison to the other upsweep
angles. The number of modes required to reach the 50% threshold also decrease with
increasing upsweep angle, from 28 modes for Φ = 24◦ to 5 modes for Φ = 32◦. Another
interesting result is the relatively large jump between Φ = 28◦ and Φ = 30◦ in the re-
quired number of modes (17 modes for Φ = 28◦ vs. 5 modes for Φ = 30◦). This is due to
the large percentage of energy contained within the first two modes for Φ = 30◦. Observ-
ing the mode shapes presented in Fig. 4.19c and d, the corresponding modes increase in
coherency between these two upsweep angles.
The streamwise evolution of the sum of the first two mode energies for Φ = 24◦
and Φ = 32◦ is presented in Fig. 4.21a. At each measurement plane, increasing the
upsweep angle has resulted in a larger share of the energy to be possessed by the first
two modes. In the streamwise sense, for the smaller upsweep angle there is a substantial
decrease in energy between x/L = 0.2 and x/L = 0.8 followed by an increase towards
the trailing-edge. The same general trend is observed for the larger upsweep angle, Φ =
32◦, although the reduction in energy between x/L = 0.2 and x/L = 0.8 is not as
drastic. The high mode energy at the first measurement plane x/L = 0.2 for both upsweep
angles demonstrate the dominance of the strong shear layer that initially drives the vortex
formation. The sum of energy for the first two POD modes at the trailing-edge x/L = 1.0
is presented in Fig. 4.21b as a function of upsweep angle. As the upsweep angle is
increased from Φ = 24◦ to Φ = 30◦, the percentage contribution of mode 1 and mode
2 increases from 18% to 44%, which confirms an increase in dominance of the helical
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mode. Beyond Φ = 30◦, there is a saturation of the energy, with only a slight variation
between Φ = 30◦ and Φ = 32◦.
4.7 Conclusions: Baseline flowfield
This chapter examined the development of afterbody vortices on slanted base cylinders.
The effect of afterbody upsweep angle was considered within the range Φ = 24◦ to
Φ = 32◦ at ReD = 200, 000. Increasing the upsweep angle within this range resulted
in an increase in drag coefficient of 50%, showing good agreement with previous studies
on slanted base cylinders. This increase in drag coefficient with upsweep angle was due
to the formation of a stronger afterbody vortex, where the trailing-edge vortex circulation
was found to be nearly proportional to the drag coefficient. The lowest pressures acting on
the upsweep surface corresponded to the vortex being closest to the surface at the initial
stages of its roll-up. The vortex formation was almost complete at x/L = 0.6, beyond
which the circulation did not grow as rapidly towards the trailing-edge. For each up-
sweep angle, the instantaneous vortex increased in coherency, with reduced meandering
and time-averaged core radius towards the trailing-edge. This simultaneous streamwise
reduction in meandering and core radius has not been observed previously in external
aerodynamic vortex flows. The instantaneous vortex at the trailing-edge increased in co-
herence with increasing upsweep angle. Proper Orthogonal Decomposition revealed the
helical displacement mode with azimuthal wavenumber |m| = 1 for the fully developed
vortex at the trailing-edge, which increased in dominance as the upsweep angle was in-
creased. This same helical displacement mode is the dominant mode discovered with
wing tip and delta wing vortices in studies reported in the literature.
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4.8 Figures
Figure 4.1: Baseline drag coefficient vs. Φ.
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Figure 4.2: Surface static pressure for the Φ = 28◦ model with time-averaged vorticity
superimposed.
Figure 4.3: Three-dimensional perspective view of time-averaged streamwise vorticity
for the Φ = 28◦ model.
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Figure 4.4: Time-averaged flow in the y = 0 streamwise plane, Φ = 28◦: velocity
magnitude with streamlines (left) and vorticity (right).
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Figure 4.5: Time-averaged streamwise vorticity for Φ = 24◦ (left) and Φ = 32◦ (right):
a) x/L = 0.2, b) x/L = 0.4, c) x/L = 0.6, d) x/L = 0.8 and e) x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 4.6: Time-averaged streamlines for Φ = 24◦ (left) and Φ = 32◦ (right): a)
x/L = 0.2, b) x/L = 0.4, c) x/L = 0.6, d) x/L = 0.8 and e) x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 4.7: Time-averaged streamwise vorticity at the x/L = 0.6 measurement plane: a)
Φ = 24◦, b) Φ = 26◦, c) Φ = 28◦, d) Φ = 30◦ and e) Φ = 32◦.
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Figure 4.8: Time-averaged streamwise vorticity at the x/L = 1.0 (trailing-edge)
measurement plane: a) Φ = 24◦, b) Φ = 26◦, c) Φ = 28◦, d) Φ = 30◦ and e) Φ = 32◦.
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Figure 4.9: a) Streamwise variation of circulation showing the effect of Φ and b)
azimuthal-averaged velocity profiles at the trailing-edge x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 4.10: Circulation at the trailing-edge vs. drag coefficient.
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Figure 4.11: Time-averaged (left) and instantaneous (right) streamwise vorticity for
Φ = 32◦: a) x/L = 0.2, b) x/L = 0.4, c) x/L = 0.6, d) x/L = 0.8 and e) x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 4.12: Time-averaged (left) and instantaneous (right) streamwise vorticity at the
trailing-edge x/L = 1.0: a) Φ = 24◦, b) Φ = 28◦ and c) Φ = 32◦.
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Figure 4.13: Probability of instantaneous vortex core location for Φ = 26◦ (left) and
Φ = 32◦ (right): a) x/L = 0.2, b) x/L = 0.4, c) x/L = 0.6, d) x/L = 0.8 and e)
x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 4.14: Probability of instantaneous vortex core location at x/L = 0.6 (left) and
x/L = 1.0 (right): a) Φ = 24◦, b) Φ = 26◦, c) Φ = 28◦, d) Φ = 30◦ and e) Φ = 32◦.
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Figure 4.15: Variation of time-averaged core radii with streamwise distance.
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Figure 4.16: Streamwise variation of vortex meandering amplitude normalized by: a)
model diameter and b) vortex core radius.
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Figure 4.17: POD mode 1 (left) and mode 2 (right) for Φ = 24◦: a) x/L = 0.2, b)
x/L = 0.4, c) x/L = 0.6, d) x/L = 0.8 and e) x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 4.18: POD mode 1 (left) and mode 2 (right) for Φ = 32◦: a) x/L = 0.2, b)
x/L = 0.4, c) x/L = 0.6, d) x/L = 0.8 and e) x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 4.19: POD mode 1 (left) and mode 2 (right) at x/L = 1.0: a) Φ = 24◦, b)
Φ = 26◦, c) Φ = 28◦, d) Φ = 30◦ and e) Φ = 32◦.
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Figure 4.20: POD mode energies, x/L = 1.0, individual mode energies (left) and
cumulative energies (right) showing the number of modes required to reach 50% of the
total energy: a) Φ = 24◦, b) Φ = 26◦, c) Φ = 28◦, d) Φ = 30◦ and e) Φ = 32◦.
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Figure 4.21: Aggregate of first two dominant mode energies: a) streamwise variation for






This chapter examines a number of different passive flow control methods investigated
for afterbody drag reduction. The main flow control method described in this chapter
consists of surface-normal mini-spoilers. Other methods that were investigated but were
not as successful (vortex generators and fences) are discussed towards the end of the
chapter. The flow control was applied on the Φ = 28◦ upsweep angle model which was
equipped with surface pressure taps.
5.2 Surface-normal mini-spoilers
The designs and schematics of surface-normal mini-spoilers considered as the main flow
control method in this chapter were presented in Fig. 3.3. The application of these spoil-
ers was based on the preliminary results presented by Bearman (1980) which showed
potential for drag reduction by disrupting the vortex footprint at a critical upsweep angle
of Φ = 50◦ on a slanted base cylinder (see discussion in Section 2.3.2).
5.2.1 Drag results
Figure 5.1 shows the change in drag coefficient with spoiler location for both heights, such
that data lying below the horizontal axis represents a drag reduction. Placing the spoiler
closer to the leading edge of the upsweep results in a large drag increase, as much as a 19%
increase at the most upstream spoiler location, x′s/c = 2.5%, for the h/D = 5% height
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spoiler. Gradually moving the spoiler location further downstream generally results in a
lower drag penalty for both spoiler heights, until reductions in drag are achieved. Drag
reduction is realised beyond x′s/c = 62.5% and x
′
s/c = 77.5% for h/D = 2.5% and
h/D = 5% spoiler heights respectively. The optimum location for drag reduction for
both heights is x′s/c = 87.5%, resulting in a drag reduction of approximately 5% for both
heights. The magnitude of this drag reduction reduces towards the trailing-edge, with
x′s/c = 97.5% resulting in an approximate drag reduction of 3.5% for both heights. The
effect of spoiler height is more observable upstream of the optimum location, x′s/c =
87.5%, where the larger height spoiler (h/D = 5%) results in a larger drag penalty.
Beyond this optimum spoiler location, the effect of spoiler height on the drag is negligible.
In light of this drag data, three spoiler locations were investigated further using surface
pressure and PIV measurements for both spoiler heights: x′s/c = 2.5% (most upstream
location with the largest drag penalty), x′s/c = 47.5% (closer to upsweep mid-chord and
moderate drag penalty) and x′s/c = 87.5% (the optimum location for drag reduction).
5.2.2 Surface pressure
Surface pressure contours for the three spoiler locations considered are presented in Fig.
5.2 for both spoiler heights. At x′s/c = 2.5% (Fig. 5.2b), the surface pressure plots indi-
cate a large region of low pressure downstream of the spoiler location due to flow sepa-
ration. This region of low pressure is present for both spoiler heights until x′/c = 30%
along the upsweep surface, although appearing more drastic for the larger spoiler height
h/D = 5%. This is an indication of the parasitic drag due to the spoiler. The spanwise
extent of the vortex footprint has also increased compared to the baseline, leading to a
higher vortex drag. A combination of the larger vortex drag and flow separation resulted
in the large drag penalty encountered at this spoiler location.
Closer to the mid-chord of the upsweep, x′s/c = 47.5% (Fig. 5.2c), there exists a low
pressure region downstream of the spoiler, similar to the previous location (x′s/c = 2.5%)
although not as drastic in terms of the magnitude. The spoiler at this location has managed
to destroy the vortex footprint downstream of its location, although at the expense of
the low pressure separated region present across the span of the upsweep. Immediately
upstream of the spoiler, there exists a higher pressure within the vortex footprint compared
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to the baseline case.
At the optimum spoiler location, x′s/c = 87.5% (Fig. 5.2d), at first glance there
appears to be no significant difference in surface pressure compared to the baseline. The
vortex footprint structure appears almost identical to the baseline. Further observation
reveals that the region just upstream of the spoiler towards the upsweep centerline has
a higher pressure compared to the baseline case, which suggests that there has been an
increase in surface pressure as the flow approached the spoiler location. The number of
pressure taps downstream of this spoiler location was inadequate to accurately map the
surface pressure distribution.
The streamwise pressure profiles presented in Fig. 5.3 (along the model centerline
at y′ = 0) are useful in examining the centerline surface pressures. The vertical axis is
presented as −CP by convention. Figure 5.3a, for x′s/c = 2.5%, shows the magnitude of
the separation-induced low pressure regions downstream of the spoiler location contribut-
ing to its large drag penalty. This low pressure region exists until x′/c = 40%, beyond
which the centerline pressure is higher than the baseline (indicating flow reattachment
which will be examined with symmetry plane PIV results), eventually recovering back to
baseline values towards the trailing-edge. For x′s/c = 47.5% and x
′
s/c = 87.5% (Figs.
5.3b and c), there exists an increase in surface pressure upstream of each spoiler loca-
tion compared to the baseline pressure measurement. This increase in surface pressure
upstream of the spoiler reduces the drag penalty associated with the spoiler application.
For the smaller height h/D = 2.5% spoiler at x′s/c = 47.5%, the resulting drag coeffi-
cient is almost equal to the baseline (see Fig. 5.1), which is due to the balance between
the low pressure downstream of the spoiler compared to the high pressure upstream of
its location. The magnitude of the upstream pressure increase is larger for the optimum
location, x′s/c = 87.5%, and the low pressure downstream of the spoiler reveals a much
lower magnitude compared to the two previous locations discussed. Furthermore, at this
optimum spoiler location, there is a smaller surface area downstream of the spoiler for
the low pressure to influence the drag due to the elliptical shape of the upsweep surface.
The flowfield PIV measurements will be examined for these spoiler locations to study the
effect on the vortex flow.
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5.2.3 Time-averaged flowfield
Figure 5.4 presents the three-dimensional perspective views of time-averaged streamwise
vorticity for x′s/c = 2.5% compared to the baseline for both spoiler heights. The base-
line flowfield is the same as presented in Fig. 4.3, reproduced for comparison. Placing
the spoiler at this location has forced the afterbody vortex to form further outboard in
comparison to the baseline at the most upstream measurement plane, x/L = 0.2. At
the same measurement plane, there exists a diffused region of positive vorticity present
for both heights towards the centerline, thought to originate from turbulent flow separa-
tion induced by the spoiler. As the afterbody vortex develops towards the trailing-edge,
x/L = 1.0, it appears more diffuse in comparison to the baseline, with the larger height
h/D = 5% spoiler resulting in a more diffused vortex compared to h/D = 2.5%. Figure
5.5 presents the flow within the streamwise (y = 0) plane for the same spoiler loca-
tion, and shows a large extent of streamwise flow separation due to the spoiler, with both
spoiler heights resulting in similar extents of flow separation. The streamlines suggest
that the flow reattaches around mid-chord for both spoiler heights, which is consistent
with the centerline pressure seen in Fig. 5.3a. The time-averaged vorticity shown in Fig.
5.5 (right) shows the streamwise extent of the shear layer formed between the freestream
and the recirculating region for both spoiler heights.
Perspective views of time-averaged streamwise vorticity are presented for the x′s/c =
47.5% spoiler location in Fig. 5.6. For both spoiler heights there is a negligible effect
upstream of the spoiler location at the x/L = 0.2 and 0.4 measurement planes, with the
time-averaged vorticity appearing similar to the baseline. The first measurement plane
downstream of the spoiler (x/L = 0.6) shows a destruction of the initial afterbody vortex.
Remnants of the original afterbody vortex can still be identified, along with an indication
of a new vortex starting to form closer to the surface. In-between these two regions of
negative vorticity is a region of positive vorticity thought to originate from the turbulence
due to the spoiler, appearing stronger for the larger height spoiler (Fig. 5.6c). Towards
the trailing-edge, the resulting vortex is highly diffuse in comparison to the baseline,
appearing more diffuse than for the x′s/c = 2.5% location at the trailing-edge. The time-
averaged flow in the y = 0 streamwise plane is presented in Fig. 5.7. Placing the spoiler at
this location has resulted in a much smaller extent of flow separation compared to x′s/c =
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2.5% seen previously in Fig. 5.5. The larger height (h/D = 5%) spoiler has resulted
in a larger separated region (with a higher drag penalty) compared to the smaller height
spoiler. The time-averaged vorticity in Fig. 5.7 provides an indication of the thickening
of the boundary layer as the flow approaches the spoiler location, and a visualization of
its downstream separated flow region.
Figure 5.8 presents the time-averaged streamwise vorticity for the optimum drag re-
ducing spoiler location, x′s/c = 87.5%. At first glance the flowfield appears very similar
to the baseline for both spoiler heights. Observing the trailing-edge measurement plane,
x/L = 1.0, there is an indication of a displacement of the time-averaged vortex away
from the upsweep surface, more observable for the larger height h/D = 5% spoiler in
Fig. 5.8c. This will be quantified in the forthcoming discussion. The flowfield within
the streamwise y = 0 plane in Fig. 5.9 shows regions of separated flow downstream of
the spoiler location for both heights. At this location, the low pressure separated flow
is close enough to the model trailing-edge in order to deflect the streamlines downward
into the wake of the spoiler. This flow feature was not observed with the previous spoiler
heights discussed, where the trailing-edge streamlines leave the model smoothly. The
time-averaged vorticity in Fig. 5.9 shows two opposite regions of vorticity which exist
close to the model trailing-edge.
The circulation results for the spoiler locations under discussion are presented in Fig.
5.10. The circulation was calculated using the same method described previously in Sec-
tion 3.5.2, with the calculation performed until the change in circulation was 0.5%, and
only considering negative values of vorticity due to the afterbody vortex. The calculation
had to be performed to this lower threshold in order to account for the diffusion in the
time-averaged flowfields encountered with passive flow control. With the spoiler located
at x′s/c = 2.5% (Fig. 5.10a), at the most upstream measurement plane (x/L = 0.2) there
is a large reduction in circulation compared to the baseline for both spoiler heights. The
circulation increases rapidly between x/L = 0.2 and x/L = 0.6, resulting in larger cir-
culation for both spoiler heights compared to the baseline at x/L = 0.6. Towards the
trailing-edge, this value of circulation stays almost constant, with the h/D = 2.5% and
5% heights resulting in 6% and 13% larger circulations compared to the baseline respec-
tively. It is worth noting that the rapid increase in vortex circulation upto x/L = 0.6
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occurs while the flow within the y = 0 plane is separated (Fig. 5.5). Hence, placing the
spoiler at this location has resulted in a stronger vortex at the trailing-edge for both spoiler
heights.
Figure 5.10b presents the circulation for x′s/c = 47.5%. At the first two measure-
ment planes upstream of the spoiler location, the circulation is marginally lower com-
pared to the baseline, with both heights resulting in equal values of circulation. Between
x/L = 0.4 and 0.6 there has been a deceleration in the growth of circulation due to the
disruption of the shear layer by the presence of the spoiler. Although there is some recov-
ery in circulation towards the trailing-edge, it does not recover back to baseline values,
with both heights resulting in lower circulation values at x/L = 1.0. Placing the spoilers
at this location (closer to mid-chord) has resulted in a weaker time-averaged vortex at
the trailing-edge, with h/D = 2.5% and 5% resulting in 4% and 8% lower circulation
compared to the baseline respectively. A weaker vortex (with a smaller circulation) is
desirable since its influence on the surface pressure is reduced, furthermore, Section 4.4
discussed that the trailing-edge circulation has a direct influence on the total drag coeffi-
cient. Despite a decrease in vortex strength at the trailing-edge for this spoiler location,
drag reduction was not observed due to separation-induced low pressures of the spoiler
itself. It is worth noting that for the previous location, x′s/c = 2.5%, increasing the spoiler
height resulted in a stronger vortex, whereas the opposite is observed for x′s/c = 47.5%.
The circulation for the optimum (x′s/c = 87.5%) location is presented in Fig. 5.10c.
The results appear very similar to the baseline circulation for all of the measurement
planes presented. This was expected owing to the similar time-averaged flowfields en-
countered previously in Fig. 5.8 compared to the baseline. When discussing the time-
averaged flowfield for this spoiler location, it was briefly mentioned that the vortex at the
trailing-edge appeared to be displaced away from the surface. In order to quantify this,
the vortex centroid locations within the cross-flow planes were obtained in the z-direction






The first measurement plane, x/L = 0.2 was excluded from this analysis since the
flowfield was shear layer dominated and almost identical to the baseline. Once the cen-
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troid location was obtained, its distance away from the model surface was calculated at
each measurement plane for the baseline (Href ) and flow control cases (H). The dif-
ference between these two parameters (H − Href ) represents a movement of the vortex
due to flow control, with positive denoting a displacement away from the surface at that
particular measurement plane. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 5.11a and the results
for x′s/c = 87.5% are presented in Fig. 5.11b. The vortex is not displaced appreciably
compared to the baseline at x/L = 0.4 and 0.6 measurement planes. There is a slight dis-
placement of the vortex away from the surface at x/L = 0.8 as the flow approaches the
spoiler (located at x′s/c = 87.5%). At the trailing-edge, there is a clear displacement of
the vortex away from the surface compared to the baseline vortex, with the larger height
spoiler displacing the vortex further away from the surface compared to the smaller height
spoiler. Moving the vortex away from the upsweep surface or reducing its strength (cir-
culation) is advantageous for drag reduction (Bruneau et al., 2014). This can be shown
using a simple analysis as below.
The tangential velocity within the cross-flow plane and vortex circulation are related





Hence the tangential velocity of the vortex is dependent upon the strength of the vor-
tex, Γ, and the radial distance away from its center, r. Effectively, the radial distance r in
this discussion represents the distance of the vortex from the surface of the model. Refer-
ring back to the circulation for this spoiler location in Fig. 5.10c, the resulting vortex has





Uθ,0r0 = Uθ,srs = constant (5.3)
where the subscripts 0 and s refer to the baseline and spoiler respectively. This equa-
tion holds only since the circulations observed between the baseline and the x′s/c = 87.5%
spoiler were almost identical. Displacing the vortex away from the surface is equivalent
to increasing the radial distance away from the vortex center. Since the vortex is displaced
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away from the surface with the spoiler, rs > r0, hence using Equation 5.3 Uθ,s < Uθ,0.
The result suggests that moving the vortex away from the surface results in a lower vortex-
induced velocity at the surface.
The pressure exerted on the surface due to the vortex can be related to the tangential
velocity using Bernoulli’s equation (assuming the same far-field reference condition for










Since Uθ,s < Uθ,0, this results in ps > p0, which means the pressure exerted on the
surface is higher due to the displacement of the vortex away from the upsweep surface. A
higher pressure on the base is beneficial for drag reduction.
The simple analysis presented above shows that the displacement of the vortex away
from the surface is desirable since its influence on the surface pressure is reduced. The
displacement of the vortex away from the surface seen at the trailing-edge in Fig. 5.11
can be considered an advantageous side effect of the spoiler. However, it would have been
more beneficial to displace the vortex away from the surface at more upstream locations,
where its influence on the surface pressure was observed to be more prominent from the
pressure measurements.
5.2.4 Unsteady Aspects
Figure 5.12 presents the three-dimensional views of velocity standard deviation for the
spoiler locations discussed previously, along with the baseline for comparison. The stan-
dard deviation of velocity was obtained for each PIV grid point across the instantaneous
snapshots using Tecplot R© 360. This plot effectively represents the turbulence intensity
within the flowfield and is a useful tool in the visualization of flow unsteadiness. Only
the larger height h/D = 5% spoiler results are discussed since the h/D = 2.5% height
exhibited qualitatively similar unsteady flowfields for the cases considered. The base-
line in Fig. 5.12a shows the regions of high unsteadiness within the vortex core at each
measurement plane due to the vortex meandering. The weak shear layer downstream of
x/L = 0.6 can be identified due to the unsteadiness, which was not visible within the
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time-averaged vorticity presented previously.
With the spoiler placed at x′s/c = 2.5% (Fig. 5.12b), regions of high turbulence
have been introduced into the flowfield by its application, particularly at the first three
measurement planes due to the strong flow separation. Towards the trailing-edge, the
magnitude of the unsteadiness decreases once the flow is reattached to the surface beyond
x/L = 0.6. The vortex has ingested the turbulence emanating from the spoiler, resulting
in an increased unsteadiness compared to the baseline vortex at the trailing-edge, x/L =
1.0. This is the reason for the diffusion seen previously within its time-averaged vorticity
in Fig. 5.4c at the trailing-edge. For x′s/c = 47.5% (Fig. 5.12c), the unsteadiness levels
within the first two measurement planes upstream of the spoiler are largely unaffected
by its presence. Downstream of its location, at x/L = 0.6, the turbulence generated
by the spoiler can be identified. Towards the trailing-edge, the unsteady flow covers a
large region within the measurement plane. Similar to the x′s/c = 2.5% case described
previously, the vortex at the trailing-edge has ingested the turbulence generated by the
spoiler, causing a diffusion in its time-averaged vorticity at the trailing-edge in Fig. 5.6c.
Figure 5.12d presents unsteady flow features for the x′s/c = 87.5% spoiler location.
The results overall appear very similar to the baseline for all measurement planes up to
x/L = 0.8. At the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, the turbulence generated by the spoiler is
visible. The vortex displacement away from the surface discussed previously is identifi-
able, with the vortex core unsteadiness located further away from the surface compared
to the baseline at the trailing-edge. Comparing the unsteady flow features across the three
spoiler locations, the overall least unsteady flowfield has resulted in the largest drag re-
duction.
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition
The first two POD modes are shown for the spoiler locations under discussion for the
larger height h/D = 5% in Figs. 5.13 (mode 1) and 5.14 (mode 2). As discussed pre-
viously in Chapter 4, the |m| = 1 helical mode can be identified by the presence of the
vortex dipole for the baseline case at the trailing-edge x/L = 1.0 in Fig. 5.13a, along
with its orthogonal second POD mode in Fig. 5.14a. For the spoiler at x′s/c = 2.5% in
Fig. 5.13b and Fig. 5.14b, at the first two measurement planes x/L = 0.2 and 0.4, the
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first POD mode appears very different to the baseline since the flow is now influenced by
the turbulence due to the spoiler. Beyond x/L = 0.6, the turbulence is ingested into the
vortex core and this is manifested as the diffused mode shape shown at the trailing-edge.
For the x′s/c = 47.5% spoiler, both mode 1 (Fig. 5.13c) and mode 2 (Fig. 5.14c) appear
similar to the baseline at the first two measurement planes before encountering the spoiler.
Downstream of these measurement planes, the spoiler has disrupted the development of
the |m| = 1 mode at x/L = 0.6. The POD modes for the spoiler at x′s/c = 87.5% appear
very similar to the baseline, suggesting that the underlying flow physics are very similar.
At the trailing-edge the vortex dipole for mode 1 (Fig. 5.13d) and its orthogonal second
mode (Fig. 5.14d) representing the |m| = 1 mode has been displaced away from the
surface owing to the displacement of the vortex discussed previously. Furthermore, the
orientation of the vortex dipoles have been altered by the presence of the spoiler.
Figure 5.15 compares the mode energies at the trailing-edge x/L = 1.0 for the h/D =
5% height full-span spoilers. The baseline case in Fig. 5.15a shows the relatively large
percentage of energy contained within the first two POD modes corresponding to the
|m| = 1 mode. With the x′s/c = 2.5% spoiler, the first mode contains a high percentage
of the total energy at around 24%, with not much difference between the second and third
mode energies. A lower number of modes is required for this spoiler location (8 modes)
to reach 50% of the total energy compared to the baseline case (19 modes) due to the
larger energy contained within the first mode. For the x′s/c = 47.5% spoiler, the first five
modes contain a substantial amount of energy. The cumulative energy reaches the 50%
threshold at a similar mode number (10 modes) compared to the previous x′s/c = 2.5%
spoiler due to the relatively large energies contained within the first few modes. For the
x′s/c = 87.5% spoiler, the overall energy distribution is similar to the baseline, both in
terms of the individual mode energies and the cumulative energy.
The streamwise variation of the aggregate of mode 1 and mode 2 energies is presented
in Fig. 5.16 for the h/D = 5% spoilers. The first two baseline modes corresponding
to the |m| = 1 helical mode contains 25% of the energy at the trailing-edge x/L =
1.0. The x′s/c = 2.5% spoiler location shows a complete deviation from the baseline
energy levels at all measurement planes. The mode energy at the first measurement plane,
x/L = 0.2 is much lower compared to the baseline (and the other spoiler locations under
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consideration) at around 22%. At the trailing-edge, the mode energies are larger compared
to the baseline, with 32% of the total energy. The mode energies for x′s/c = 47.5% are
similar to baseline values at x/L = 0.2, which gradually drop below baseline values
towards x/L = 0.6, increasing towards the trailing-edge and equalizing with baseline
mode energies at x/L = 0.8 and x/L = 1.0. The mode energies for x′s/c = 87.5%
were expected to be equal to baseline values for all measurement planes owing to the
similarity in flowfields discussed previously. However, only the two most upstream planes
x/L = 0.2 and 0.4 exhibit similar values to the baseline, further downstream and at the
trailing-edge the resulting mode energies are slightly lower than baseline values (22% for
x′s/c = 87.5% vs. 25% for the baseline at x/L = 1.0).
5.2.5 Semi-span spoilers
On observing the results obtained using the full-span spoilers, it was desirable to inves-
tigate if the same outcomes could be achieved with semi-span spoilers with a potentially
smaller drag penalty. The semi-span spoilers would span only across the vortex footprint
in order to disrupt the vortex directly or move it away from the surface. The design con-
sidered is presented in Fig. 5.17a. Each spoiler segment consists of 0.2D span, with the
outboard edge of the spoiler located at the outboard edge of the upsweep ellipse. The
cross-sectional profiles are identical to the full-span spoilers discussed previously. These
spoilers were tested from x′s/c = 7.5% to x
′
s/c = 57.5% with a spacing of ∆x
′
s/c = 5%
in-between locations with the same height ratios h/D = 2.5% and 5% as with the full-
span spoilers.
The variation in drag coefficient for the semi-span spoilers is shown in Fig. 5.17b.
At the most upstream location the drag penalty associated with these semi-span spoil-
ers is similar to the full-span spoilers discussed previously, with the larger spoiler height
resulting in a larger drag penalty. The drag penalty decreases on placing the spoiler fur-
ther downstream, however the decrease occurs more slowly for these semi-span spoil-
ers compared to their full-span counterparts (seen previously in Fig. 5.1). Since there
was no additional benefit in using these semi-span spoilers, the tests were concluded at
x′s/c = 57.5%. Pressure measurements were performed for the semi-span spoilers placed
at x′s/c = 7.5%, x
′
s/c = 32.5% and x
′
s/c = 57.5% in order to map the surface pres-
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sure and gain a further understanding of the drag behaviour. PIV measurements were not
performed on these semi-span spoiler configurations.
Surface pressure measurements for the three selected semi-span spoiler configurations
are presented in Fig. 5.18. At x′s/c = 7.5%, there exists a large region of separation down-
stream of the spoiler location, with a wider vortex footprint compared to the baseline. For
the larger height spoiler h/D = 5%, the separation downstream of the spoiler extends
further along the upsweep, past x′/c = 20%. The vortex footprint is wider compared
to the smaller h/D = 2.5% height. The overall pressure distribution at this location is
similar to the x′s/c = 2.5% full-span spoiler location encountered in Fig. 5.2b.
Placing the semi-span spoilers further downstream, Figs. 5.18c and d, there is some
success at disrupting the vortex flow compared to the baseline. However, since the flow
towards the center of the upsweep is unhindered there is no build-up of high pressure
unlike with the full-span spoilers. The centerline pressure profiles in Fig. 5.19 illustrate
this. The centerline pressure for the most upstream location (Fig. 5.19a) captures the
low pressure from flow separation, while moving the spoilers further downstream (Fig.
5.19b and c) result in very similar centerline pressures compared to the baseline case with
little variation. Therefore, these semi-span spoilers are not efficient at drag reduction
compared to their full-span counterparts since they do not cause an increase in overall
surface pressure despite managing to disrupt the vortex footprint at some locations.
5.3 Vortex Generators
In the interest of applying a different method of flow control to the afterbody vortex prob-
lem, the potential of passive vortex generators (VGs) was briefly investigated. The appli-
cation of the full-span spoilers demonstrated their potential for drag reduction, however
with some disadvantages due to flow separation. It was desirable to investigate if the
vortices could be controlled without introducing separation-induced low pressures on the
upsweep surface. The VGs studied were of half delta wing (or vane) type as presented in
Fig. 3.4.
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5.3.1 Drag measurements
The drag measurements for the VG configurations are presented in Fig. 5.20, note that
the horizontal axis is at the bottom of each graph and not at zero ∆CD/CD0 to avoid
interfering with data points. For the larger height VG (Λ = 70◦ with hV G/D = 10%)
in Fig. 5.20b, increasing the VG incidence makes it less effective at drag reduction in
both co-rotating and counter-rotating configurations. Such a straightforward trend is not
experienced with the Λ = 80◦ VG (Fig. 5.20a). For this VG in the co-rotating config-
uration, increasing the VG incidence makes it more effective at drag reduction. For the
counter-rotating case, increasing the incidence from β = 20◦ to 30◦ reduces the drag
penalty. However, the drag increases from β = 30◦ to 40◦ to similar values experienced
at β = 20◦.
Overall the configurations tested are not efficient at drag reduction. However, the co-
rotating case at xV G/c = 20% appears to show a local minimum in drag for both VG
sweep angles considered. The Λ = 80◦ co-rotating VG suggests (albeit a minute) drag re-
duction at this location for β = 30◦ and 40◦ while the Λ = 70◦ VG with β = 20◦ presents
no change in drag compared to the baseline. This suggested that there was an underlying
flow mechanism that overcomes the parasitic drag of each co-rotating VG, the same is not
true for each corresponding counter-rotating case which results in a drag increase. Based
on this observation, two VG cases were considered for further surface pressure measure-
ments: Λ = 80◦ with β = 30◦, and Λ = 70◦ with β = 20◦ both at xV G/c = 20%. Both
co-rotating (potentially beneficial) and counter-rotating (detrimental) cases were exam-
ined with surface pressure for these cases.
5.3.2 Surface pressure
The surface pressure measurements are presented in Fig. 5.21 for these VG configurations
at xV G/c = 20%. For the co-rotating cases, the streamwise extent of the lowest pressures
within the vortex footprint have been reduced. For example, for the baseline (Fig. 5.21a),
the lowest pressures within the vortex footprint exist beyond the x′/c = 40% location
along the upsweep, while for the co-rotating VG cases these low pressures do not ex-
tend to the same location. In contrast, the counter-rotating cases show almost identical
vortex footprints compared to the baseline. This provides some guidance as to why the
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co-rotating configurations may be potentially beneficial at drag reduction. Comparing
between the two VG sweep angles considered, both result in similar surface pressures.
These pressure measurements indicate that the more slender VG configuration (Λ = 80◦)
needs so be placed at a higher incidence (β = 30◦) in order to produce the same effect
as the more non-slender configuration (Λ = 70◦ with β = 20◦). PIV measurements were
performed for the Λ = 70◦ VG in order to understand the flow interactions further.
5.3.3 PIV measurements for Λ = 70◦, β = 20◦ at xV G/c = 20%
Figure 5.22 presents the 3D perspective views of time-averaged vorticity for the Λ = 70◦
VG at xV G/c = 20%. For both co-rotating and counter-rotating cases, the VG has had no
effect on the flowfield at the first measurement plane x/L = 0.2. The VG trailing-edge
is located at the same streamwise location as the x/L = 0.2 measurement plane, hence
the generated vortex is released immediately downstream of this measurement plane. For
the co-rotating configuration in Fig. 5.22b, the co-rotating vortex from the VG has been
captured at the x/L = 0.4 measurement plane, and is seen to interact with the afterbody
vortex at this location, distorting its time-averaged vorticity compared to the baseline.
Further downstream, these two vortices merge together and form a diffused vortex at the
trailing-edge, which is located further away from the surface compared to the baseline
time-averaged vortex. The counter-rotating VG configuration is presented in Fig. 5.22c,
where the counter-rotating vortex generated by the VG is visible at x/L = 0.4 and 0.6
locations. However, the afterbody vortex flow has not changed significantly in comparison
to the baseline. The time-averaged vortex that exists at the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0,
appears very similar to that of the baseline case.
The afterbody vortex circulation was calculated for all measurement planes using the
same method discussed previously and is presented in Fig. 5.23a. It can be observed that
until x/L = 0.8, the growth in circulation is more rapid for the counter-rotating VG, and
slower for the co-rotating VG compared to the baseline. The larger circulation at these
measurement planes for the counter-rotating case is a result of the interaction between
the (oppositely-signed) vortices that are expected to cause an enhanced roll-up of the
afterbody vortex. The circulation for the fully developed vortex at the trailing-edge for
both cases recovers back to baseline values.
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The vortex centroid locations were calculated using the same methods described pre-
viously for measurement planes downstream of x/L = 0.4 for both VG configurations,
and is presented in Fig. 5.23b. It can be observed that the vortex centroid has been dis-
placed away from the surface in comparison to the baseline for the co-rotating case at
all measurement locations presented, the opposite is true for the counter-rotating cases.
This movement of the vortex away from the surface for the co-rotating case is the reason
for the resulting drag coefficient to equal the baseline. The parasitic drag of the VG has
been compensated by the movement of the vortex away from the surface, especially at
upstream locations where the vortex influence on the surface pressure is the largest (e.g.
x/L = 0.4). In contrast, the counter-rotating case reveals that the centroids have moved
closer to the surface, resulting in a larger suction at the surface leading to a larger drag
penalty. The streamwise flow in the symmetry plane is largely unaffected by the presence
of the VGs in either configuration (Fig. 5.24), showing no signs of flow separation at the
model centerline.
The standard deviation of velocity for the VG cases is presented in Fig. 5.25 for the
co-rotating and counter-rotating configurations respectively. In terms of the VGs, this
plot is useful in visualizing the underlying interactions between the vortices that were
not observable in the time-averaged flowfield discussed previously. For the co-rotating
VG in Fig. 5.25b, the interaction between the generated vortex and the afterbody vortex
results in a large region of unsteadiness at the trailing-edge, resulting in the diffusion of
the time-averaged vortex observed previously. For the counter-rotating case it was previ-
ously observed that the time-averaged vorticity for the afterbody vortex was similar to the
baseline case in Fig. 5.22c. However, the velocity standard deviation shows underlying
features in Fig. 5.25c. The generated vortex is seen to interact with the afterbody vortex
until x/L = 0.6 and is effectively ingested into the afterbody vortex at x/L = 0.8.
5.4 Other devices investigated
This section presents further flow control devices that were investigated for drag reduc-
tion, but did not show promising potential. Most of these devices were only studied briefly
once the drag and pressure data were obtained. PIV was only carried out for one case out
of interest.
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5.4.1 Upstream fences
The fences presented in this subsection were located upstream of the slanted upsweep
when viewed from a side view (Fig. 3.6). The purpose of these fences was to promote
complete flow separation in the vicinity of the upsweep to disrupt the vortex flow. It was
discussed previously that promoting complete flow separation over the upsweep has the
potential to reduce the pressure drag (see discussion of Fig. 2.4 in Section 2.2.1), although













∆CD/CD0 8% 15% 28% 43%
Table 5.1: Drag measurements for the upstream fences.
Drag measurements for the upstream fences presented in Table 5.1 show drag in-
creases for all configurations employed. The drag penalty increases with increasing fence
height, and a larger drag penalty is experienced for the xf/L = 0.1 fence compared to
the xf/L = 0 fence. Pressure measurements for both these fence configurations are pre-
sented in Fig. 5.26. The surface pressure contours in Fig. 5.26b are only shown for the
hf/D = 5% cases as the hf/D = 2.5% cases qualitatively showed similar results.
In Fig. 5.26b, the shorter span xf/L = 0 fence does manage to induce flow separation
on the upsweep. The lowest pressures due to this flow separation exist until around x′/c =
20% along the upsweep surface. Despite this region of flow separation, a vortex formation
occurs with a vortex footprint that is present until approximately x′/c = 50% with the
lowest pressures. The model centerline pressure presented in Fig. 5.26c shows the relative
magnitude of the separation-induced low pressure compared to the baseline. The overall
centerline pressure recovers back to baseline values at x′/c = 40%, and remains similar
to the baseline values towards the trailing-edge.
The xf/L = 0.1 fence induces flow separation on the upsweep, with the lowest pres-
sures extending in the streamwise sense upto approximately x′/c = 30%. In this config-
uration the vortex footprint is inboard compared to the previous fence, where the vortex
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footprint location appears to be influenced by the edge of the fence. The centerline pres-
sures show lower pressures due to this fence compared to the shorter span xf/L = 0
fence, with indications of flow reattachment around x′/c = 40%. For both configura-
tions, the larger fence height results in lower peak pressures on the centerline pressure
profile (larger suction). The increase in drag attributed to these fences are due to the large
regions of low pressure due to flow separation, and their inability to disrupt vortex forma-
tion. The idea of inducing flow separation on the upsweep is to disrupt the influence of
the vortex footprint on the surface, which has not been achieved with these fence designs.
5.4.2 Surface continuation fences
The fences considered in this section represent a continuation of the model surface in the
streamwise direction as shown in Fig. 3.7, with the possibility of vortex formation further
away from the upsweep surface. The effect of each of these fences was to create a partial
cavity region in the vicinity of the upsweep.
Drag measurements
Table 5.2 presents the drag results for the surface continuation fences. The results indi-
cate a drag increase for all the configurations tested. The increase in drag is larger with














∆CD/CD0 12% 14.5% 20% 30%
Table 5.2: Drag measurements for the surface continuation fences.
The worst case xf/L = 0.5, hf/D = 10% fence was investigated further using pres-
sure measurements and PIV measurements to understand the mechanism for the drag
increase (∆CD/CD0 = 30%). Since these fences only represent a surface continuation,
such a large drag increase was not expected. It was hypothesized that the partial cavity
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would cause the formation of a stronger vortex roll-up and this was causing the large drag
penalty.
Pressure Measurements
The surface pressure measurement for the xf/L = 0.5, hf/D = 10% surface continuation
fence is presented in Fig. 5.27. It should be noted that the fence location indicated in the
figure is only for reference, since showing an accurate representation would obscure the
surface pressure data. There is a large region of low pressure with the fence present
compared to the baseline case, which extends towards the centerline until x′/c = 20%.
This indicates flow separation due to the fence. A wider vortex footprint also exists with
the presence of the fence, indicating a larger magnitude of low pressure compared to the
baseline. Overall the average surface pressure on the upsweep surface is much lower with
the surface continuation. Figure 5.27c shows the centerline pressure which shows a peak
negative pressure at around x′/c = 20%, beyond which the pressure increases above the
baseline values indicating flow reattachment, and recovers back to baseline values beyond
x′/c = 60%.
Time-averaged flowfield
The three-dimensional views of time-averaged cross-flow vorticity for the xf/L = 0.5,
hf/D = 10% surface continuation fence is presented in Fig. 5.28. Since the laser was
directed from the starboard side, data is unavailable close to the surface due to the pres-
ence of the fence at x/L = 0.2 and 0.4 measurement planes. At the most upstream station
(x/L = 0.2) the new vortex formation is evident. The shear layer now originates from the
edge of the fence and impinges further inboard compared to the baseline at the same mea-
surement plane. Towards the trailing-edge, the time-averaged vortex structures appear
very similar to the baseline, with minimal diffusion.
The circulation results in Fig. 5.29 reveal the remarkable increase in vortex strength
with the application of the fence. Beyond x/L = 0.4 the resulting vortex has a larger
circulation compared to the baseline, which grows further until x/L = 0.6 and remains
constant towards the trailing-edge from there on. It should be mentioned that if data closer
to the surface was available at x/L = 0.2 and 0.4, then circulation at these planes would
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be expected to be higher. The final circulation at the trailing-edge with the fence is 25%
higher compared to the baseline. The streamwise flow in the symmetry plane (y = 0)
is presented in Fig. 5.30. The flow within the partial cavity is masked by the surface
continuation fence, however, there is some indication of separation observable within
the time-averaged vorticity at around x/L = 0.2. This is consistent with the surface
pressure measurements discussed previously, which indicated flow reattachment beyond
x′/c = 20% in Fig. 5.27.
5.5 Conclusions: Passive Flow Control
A range of passive flow control methods have been examined for afterbody drag reduction
on a slanted base cylinder with Φ = 28◦. The main flow control method discussed in this
chapter was surface-normal mini-spoilers. It was found that placing the spoilers closer
to the leading edge of the upsweep (x′s/c = 2.5%) created a drag increase due to flow
separation downstream of the spoiler, leading to the formation of a stronger but diffused
vortex at the trailing-edge. The diffusion of the time-averaged vortex was due to the
ingestion of turbulence emanating from the spoiler. Placing the spoiler closer to the mid-
chord at x′s/c = 47.5% resulted in a weaker vortex at the trailing-edge, however, with no
drag reduction at this location due to the parasitic drag of the spoiler. Moving the spoiler
location further downstream, drag reductions are achieved. At the optimum location for
drag reduction, x′s/c = 87.5%, the h/D = 2.5% and 5% heights resulted in approximately
5% drag reduction, and this was attributed to the increase in surface pressure upstream of
the spoiler. The resulting time-averaged vortex was displaced away from the surface at
the trailing-edge compared to the baseline case, along with the trailing-edge streamlines
being deflected downwards into the wake of the spoiler. Semi-span spoilers of similar
design did not have the same effect on drag reduction as their full-span counterparts.
This was attributed to their inability to create regions of high pressure since the flow was
unobstructed towards the model centerline.
Results were also presented for half delta wing Vortex Generators (VGs). A co-
rotating VG with a leading edge sweep Λ = 70◦ placed at xV G/c = 20% with β = 20◦
incidence was observed to be potentially more beneficial since it displaces the afterbody
vortex centroid away from the surface. This co-rotating configuration resulted in a drag
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coefficient equal to the baseline (no drag penalty). The counter-rotating configuration for
the same VG forced the vortex closer towards the surface in comparison to the baseline,
resulting in a drag penalty. These VG configurations posses some potential for afterbody
drag reduction for future studies, however the optimum configuration needs to be further
studied.
A range of fence geometries were also investigated for drag reduction with little suc-
cess. Most of the geometries considered caused on average lower pressures on the up-
sweep surface, either due to induced flow separation or stronger vortex formation. PIV
results presented for a surface continuation fence with xf/L = 0.5, hf/D = 10% sug-
gested a combination of both, resulting in a drag increase of ∆CD/CD0 = 30%.
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5.6 Figures
Figure 5.1: Change in drag coefficient with spoiler location.
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Figure 5.2: Surface pressure distributions, h/D = 2.5% (left) and h/D = 5% (right): a)
baseline, b) x′s/c = 2.5%, c) x
′
s/c = 47.5% and d) x
′
s/c = 87.5%. Spoiler locations are
denoted by a horizontal red line on each upsweep.
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Figure 5.3: Streamwise pressure profiles along y′ = 0: a) x′s/c = 2.5%, b) x
′
s/c = 47.5%
and c) x′s/c = 87.5%.
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Figure 5.4: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged vorticity for spoiler placed at
x′s/c = 2.5%: a) baseline, b) h/D = 2.5% and c) h/D = 5%.
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Figure 5.5: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 plane for
x′s/c = 2.5%, flow is from left to right: a) baseline, b) h/D = 2.5% and c) h/D = 5%.
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Figure 5.6: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged vorticity for spoiler placed at
x′s/c = 47.5%: a) baseline, b) h/D = 2.5% and c) h/D = 5%.
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Figure 5.7: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 plane for
x′s/c = 47.5%, flow is from left to right: a) baseline, b) h/D = 2.5% and c) h/D = 5%.
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Figure 5.8: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged vorticity for spoiler placed at
x′s/c = 87.5%: a) baseline, b) h/D = 2.5% and c) h/D = 5%.
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Figure 5.9: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 plane for
x′s/c = 87.5%, flow is from left to right: a) baseline, b) h/D = 2.5% and c) h/D = 5%.
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Figure 5.10: Circulation: a) x′s/c = 2.5%, b) x
′
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Figure 5.11: a) Illustration of vortex centroid calculation and b) vortex centroid locations
for spoiler placed at x′s/c = 87.5%.
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Figure 5.12: Three-dimensional view of standard deviation of velocity, h/D = 5%: a)
baseline, b) x′s/c = 2.5%, c) x
′
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Figure 5.13: Three-dimensional view of POD mode 1, h/D = 5%: a) baseline, b)
x′s/c = 2.5%, c) x
′
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Figure 5.14: Three-dimensional view of POD mode 2, h/D = 5%: a) baseline, b)
x′s/c = 2.5%, c) x
′
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Figure 5.15: POD mode energies at x/L = 1.0 for the h/D = 5% full-span spoilers,
individual mode energies (left) and cumulative energies (right) showing the number of
modes required to reach 50% of the total energy: a) baseline, b) x′s/c = 2.5%, c)
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Figure 5.16: Streamwise variation of the aggregate of first two POD mode energies for
the full-span mini-spoilers.
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Figure 5.17: a) Schematic of semi-span spoilers, x′s/c = 52.5% shown, view from port
side (left), view looking at upsweep (right) and b) change in drag coefficient with
semi-span spoiler location.
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Figure 5.18: Surface pressure distributions for semi-span spoilers, h/D = 2.5% (left)
and h/D = 5% (right): a) baseline, b) x′s/c = 7.5%, c) x
′
s/c = 32.5% and d)
x′s/c = 57.5%. Spoiler locations are denoted by a horizontal red line on each upsweep.
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Figure 5.19: Streamwise pressure profiles along y′ = 0 for semi-span spoilers: a)
x′s/c = 7.5%, b) x
′
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Figure 5.20: Vortex Generator drag measurements: a) Λ = 80◦ and b) Λ = 70◦.
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Figure 5.21: Surface pressure measurements for VGs placed at xV G/c = 20%: a)
baseline, b) Λ = 80◦ with β = 30◦ and c) Λ = 70◦ with β = 20◦.
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Figure 5.22: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged vorticity for Λ = 70◦ VG with
β = 20◦: a) baseline, b) co-rotating and c) counter-rotating.
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Figure 5.23: a) Circulation and b) centroid locations for the Λ = 70◦ VG with β = 20◦.
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Figure 5.24: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 plane for the
Λ = 70◦ vortex generator with β = 20◦ incidence, flow is from left to right: a) baseline,
b) co-rotating and c) counter-rotating.
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Figure 5.25: Three-dimensional view of standard deviation of velocity, for the Λ = 70◦
VG with β = 20◦: a) baseline, b) co-rotating and c) counter-rotating.
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Figure 5.26: Pressure measurements for upstream fences: a) baseline surface pressure, b)
surface pressure for fence geometries, hf/D = 5% shown and c) streamwise pressure
profiles along y′ = 0.
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Figure 5.27: Pressure measurements: a) baseline, b) with xf/L = 0.5, hf/D = 10%
fence geometry and c) streamwise pressure profile along y′ = 0.
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Figure 5.28: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged vorticity for: a) baseline and b)
with the xf/L = 0.5, hf/D = 10% fence geometry.
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Figure 5.29: Circulation: effect of the fence geometry.
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Figure 5.30: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 plane: a)






This chapter examines the effect of a streamwise ramp and base cavity on the afterbody
vortex flowfield with the objective of understanding the main flow structures in an air-
dropping configuration at a fundamental level. The Φ = 28◦ model was utilized for this
study, which was conducted by incrementally adding layers of complexity to the baseline
afterbody flowfield encountered in Chapter 4. Initially, the effect of adding the ramp to
the baseline flow was studied along with some effects of ramp geometry. Thereafter, the
effect of a base cavity on the upsweep surface was investigated, which more accurately
represents an airdropping situation with the ramp door open. The effect of changing the
ramp length was also investigated such that different transport aircraft designs may be
incorporated. The section concludes by considering some passive flow control methods
tested with the open ramp in order to identify potential configurations that may result in
more accurate airdropping and paratrooping missions by reducing the overall unsteadi-
ness within the flowfield. Drag measurements are presented for completeness, however
airdropping typically accounts for only a small time period within the total flight time,
hence they are not considered critical for this study.
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6.2 Effect of ramp geometry on the afterbody flowfield
Figure 3.9 in Chapter 3 discussed the ramp design considered. The initial ramp length is
Lramp/L = 37%. Two ramp geometries (without step and with step, Lramp/L = 37%)
were initially tested to examine their effects on the baseline Φ = 28◦ flowfield.
6.2.1 Drag measurements and surface pressure measurements
Compared to the baseline drag, the introduction of each ramp geometry results in approxi-
mately ∆CD/CD0 = 22%. This large drag increase was common to both geometries, and
was thought to occur due to streamwise flow separation compared to the baseline flow.
The pressure measurements for these geometries are discussed below.
With the introduction of the ramp geometries (Fig. 6.1b), there is a large region of low
pressure present across the span until x′/c = 60% evident of flow separation due to the
ramp. There is also an indication of the formation of a modified afterbody vortex, with
a vortex footprint present towards the outboard edge of the upsweep until x′/c = 80%
for both geometries. The features of this vortex footprint appear distinctly different to
that of the baseline vortex footprint. The streamwise pressure profile (along y′ = 0) in
Fig. 6.1c shows the magnitude of low pressure exerted on the upsweep due to the ramp
compared to the baseline. This magnitude of low pressure due to flow separation appears
broadly similar for the two ramp designs. The increase in surface pressure compared to
the baseline beyond x′/c = 60% suggests flow reattachment, this will be observed further
when discussing the streamwise PIV results in the y = 0 plane. Based on these pressure
measurements, there appears to be no distinct difference between the two ramp designs
considered.
6.2.2 Time-averaged flowfield
Figure 6.2 presents the cross-flow time-averaged vorticity results for the two ramp geome-
tries along with the baseline. Comparing between the two ramp geometries, the flowfields
appear to be broadly very similar. The afterbody vortex forms further outboard with the
ramp compared to the baseline at x/L = 0.2 and 0.4 for both geometries. The formation
of the ramp vortex with opposite (positive) vorticity compared to the afterbody vortex
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can also be identified at these stations. It is worth noting that the second measurement
plane, x/L = 0.4 is just downstream of the ramp (since Lramp/L = 37% = 0.37). The
afterbody vortex at x/L = 0.6 shows slight differences between the two ramp geometries.
The ramp design without the upstream step results in a more diffused vortex compared to
the ramp with the step. The ramp vortex is diffuse and incoherent at this measurement
plane as seen with the ramp without step at x/L = 0.6, appearing almost unidentifiable.
Beyond this measurement plane towards the trailing-edge, both ramp designs present very
similar time-averaged flowfields, with the vortices appearing very diffuse in comparison
to the baseline afterbody vortex.
The afterbody vortex circulation (negative vorticities) for the two ramp geometries
is shown in Fig. 6.3. The circulation at each measurement plane is almost identical
for the two ramp geometries, suggesting that the backward facing step at the upsweep
apex has little effect on the overall time-averaged vortex with the ramp present. At all
measurement stations preceding x/L = 0.8, the ramp results in a smaller afterbody vortex
circulation compared to the baseline. There is a steady increase in this circulation, which
equalizes with baseline values at x/L = 0.8. Beyond this measurement plane, although
the circulation increases slightly towards the trailing-edge, there has been an appreciable
reduction in the growth rate. At the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, the resulting vortex with
the ramp has a slightly higher circulation compared to the baseline. The streamwise
flow in the y = 0 symmetry plane (Fig. 6.4) shows very similar flowfields for both
ramp geometries. The time-averaged streamlines show a large region of streamwise flow
separation, with reattachment around x/L = 0.6, consistent with the surface pressure
measurements in Fig. 6.1.
Considering the results observed with the two ramp designs, the ramp without the
upstream step will be utilized in the next sections since the two geometries resulted in
very similar flowfields and vortex properties.
6.3 Effect of model cavity on ramp flowfield
The results presented from this point forward consider a full cavity along the upsweep,
hence pressure measurements were not possible. The model with the base cavity was
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presented in Fig. 3.8 in Chapter 3. These tests were conducted with a full cavity along
the afterbody upsweep out of interest for cargo aircraft applications which have similar
configurations during airborne paratrooping or airdropping missions.
6.3.1 Drag results
Compared to the baseline model with the ramp attached, introducing a full cavity along the
upsweep did not result in a significant drag change. Recall that the increase in drag with
the ramp was ∆CD/CD0 = 22%, addition of the cavity results in ∆CD/CD0 = 20.5%, a
slight decrease.
6.3.2 Time-averaged flowfield
Figure 6.5 presents the time-averaged streamwise vorticity results for the baseline (Fig.
6.5a), with Lramp/L = 37% (Fig. 6.5b), and with the same ramp with a model base cavity
(Fig. 6.5c). The results are presented as three-dimensional perspective views.
Figure 6.5c presents the effect of having a full base cavity on the flowfield incor-
porating the ramp. With the introduction of the cavity the flow behaviour has changed
dramatically. The afterbody vortex in Fig. 6.5c is very diffuse and appears weak at the
first three measurement planes in comparison to Fig. 6.5b (without the cavity but with
the ramp). However, an axisymmetric region of time-averaged vorticity characteristic of
a fully developed vortex exists at the trailing edge in Fig. 6.5c, suggesting that there has
been a rapid growth in the vortex between x/L = 0.6 and x/L = 1.0 (trailing-edge).
The ramp vortex is more coherent with the cavity present, and can be observed at the first
three measurement planes in Fig. 6.5c.
An interesting flow feature was observed in Fig. 6.5c at x/L = 0.8, there exists
a shear layer of opposite (positive) vorticity just outside the model edge, this was not
observed in Fig. 6.5b without the cavity and was investigated further. Figure 6.6 shows
a more detailed cross-flow view of instantaneous quantities for this measurement plane.
The instantaneous vorticity shows the relative location of this shear layer within the cross-
flow plane in Fig. 6.6a. The instantaneous streamlines in Fig. 6.6b and velocity vectors in
Fig. 6.6c indicate the origin of this shear layer, which is caused by the flow that originates
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from inside the cavity which meets the relatively quiescent freestream flow. This flow
feature is also present at x/L = 0.6 and x/L = 1.0, although not apparent at first glance
in the time-averaged flowfield, and is a direct consequence of the base cavity.
The circulation results without and with the cavity are presented in Fig. 6.7. Initially,
the growth in circulation is slower with the cavity compared to the model without the
cavity, until x/L = 0.6. There is a rapid increase in circulation between x/L = 0.6
and x/L = 0.8 when the cavity is present. This is consistent with the time-averaged
vorticity observed previously in Fig. 6.5c, where the afterbody vortex appeared weak and
diffused at the first three measurement planes in particular. Towards the trailing-edge,
the circulation continues increasing, with the fully developed vortex at the trailing-edge
resulting in a 20% increase in circulation compared to without the cavity.
The time-averaged velocity magnitude with streamlines are shown in Fig. 6.8. At
x/L = 0.4 and 0.6 although the time-averaged vorticity seen in Fig. 6.5c appeared weak,
streamlines of the afterbody vortex can be identified in Fig. 6.8c. The magnitude and
regions of high cross-flow velocity have been reduced with the introduction of the cavity,
furthermore, the resulting afterbody vortex at the trailing-edge appears closer to the sur-
face in Fig. 6.8c compared to the baseline in Fig. 6.8a. The standard deviation of velocity
presented in Fig. 6.9 suggests lower levels of unsteadiness at the first three measurement
planes with the cavity present.
The effect of the base cavity on the time-averaged streamwise (y = 0) plane flow
is presented in Fig. 6.10. The recirculating streamline pattern present in Fig. 6.10b
is not present with the cavity in Fig. 6.10c. With the cavity present, the recirculating
flow can enter the model, whereas without the cavity, the separated region is confined
between the dividing streamline and the model surface. The flow reattaches around the
same location with the cavity as before (x/L = 0.6), and it is worth noting that the rapid
increase in vortex circulation (between x/L = 0.6 and 0.8) occurs after the streamwise
flow is reattached to the surface. The time-averaged vorticity in Fig. 6.10 shows that
the separated shear layer when the cavity is present (Fig. 6.10c) extends further in the
streamwise direction compared to without the cavity (Fig. 6.10b).
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6.4 Effect of ramp length
Having investigated the effect of the model cavity, the influence of ramp length was in-
vestigated. A ramp length Lramp/L = 37% was utilised so far in the study. Two further
lengths were investigated: one with a shorter length, Lramp/L = 30% and another with a
longer length, Lramp/L = 45%. It is expected that these three ramp lengths will encom-
pass the ramp lengths encountered on a majority of transport aircraft in service.
6.4.1 Drag results
Considering the baseline case (the original Φ = 28◦ model with no ramp and no cavity)
as a benchmark for comparison, the ramp lengths Lramp/L = 30%, Lramp/L = 37% and
Lramp/L = 45% result in drag increases of 19.5%, 20.5% and 22% respectively.
6.4.2 Time-averaged flowfield
Figure 6.11 presents the time-averaged vorticity for the three different ramp lengths. The
overall flowfield appears very similar with changing the ramp length within this range.
The main differences occur within the first three measurement planes, where the ramp
vortex appears more coherent and stronger with increasing ramp length (which is observ-
able at x/L = 0.6 across the three lengths). This is expected since a ramp with a longer
length has more influence on the strength and development of the ramp vortex. The after-
body vortex (negative vorticity) flow features are very similar for the three ramp lengths,
including for the fully developed vortex at the trailing-edge.
The time-averaged vortex circulation for the three different ramp lengths is shown in
Fig. 6.12a for the afterbody vortex (negative vorticities). The result confirms the previous
observation, showing very similar values of circulation at all measurement planes for
the ramp lengths considered, although there are slight differences at the trailing-edge.
Figure 6.12b shows the circulation for each ramp vortex (positive vorticities) at the first
three measurement planes upto x/L = 0.6. The ramp vortex was not captured at further
downstream planes to calculate the circulation. These circulation results in Fig. 6.12b
confirm that the ramp vortex strength increases with ramp length as discussed previously.
For Lramp/L = 30% and 37% lengths, the x/L = 0.4 plane is downstream of the ramp
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trailing-edge, beyond which the circulation remains almost constant until x/L = 0.6. For
the largest ramp length, Lramp/L = 45%, the vortex is still developing at x/L = 0.4.
The circulation will continue growing until the ramp trailing-edge is encountered, beyond
which it will be expected to stay constant. The increase in circulation observed between
x/L = 0.4 and 0.6 for this ramp length presents this effect.
The time-averaged streamwise (y = 0) plane flow is presented in Fig. 6.13 for the
three ramp lengths, showing overall very similar flowfields. The flow re-attachment oc-
curs at around a similar location for all three lengths, and the streamwise extent of the
separation shear layer seen within the time-averaged vorticity is comparable across all
three lengths.
6.5 Passive flow control fences applied to ramp flowfield
The purpose of this section is to investigate the use of passive flow control fences applied
to the ramp flowfield in order to reduce the flow unsteadiness. The unsteadiness of the
open ramp flowfield can have detrimental effects on airdropping and paratrooping mis-
sions (Bury et al., 2013), which can even be fatal to the personnel involved. Consider
the x/L = 0.4 plane (just downstream of the ramp, Lramp/L = 37%) in Fig. 6.5c, and
its corresponding standard deviation of velocity plot in Fig. 6.9c. Comparing these two
figures suggests that the ramp vortex contributes to the unsteadiness close to the surface
of the ramp. This led to the hypothesis that if the ramp vortex could be displaced away
from the centerline or the ramp surface, then a reduction in flow unsteadiness would be
possible. The fences were designed and tested with this in mind. A schematic of the cases
investigated was presented in Fig. 3.10 of Chapter 3. For these tests, the ramp length was
kept constant at Lramp/L = 37%, and the model with the base cavity was utilized.
6.5.1 Drag results
Compared to the ramp flowfield without passive flow control (model with cavity and with
Lramp/L = 37%), each fence configuration resulted in the following drag increments:
θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence - 11%, θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence - 7%, θ = 45◦ fence - 5% and
θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence - 5%.
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6.5.2 Time-averaged flowfield
Figures 6.14b – e presents the time-averaged vorticity for the passive flow control fences
applied to the ramp flowfield. For some cases (Figs. 6.14c – e), the laser sheet for the
most upstream measurement plane (directed from the starboard side) was blocked by the
presence of the fence. The masking seen at the second measurement plane immediately
downstream of the ramp (x/L = 0.4) on these same geometries are due to laser reflections
off the thin fence edges which influenced the PIV images as background noise. Each of
the four cases displaced the location of the ramp vortex at x/L = 0.4 compared to the no
control case in Fig. 6.14a. Based on these vorticity plots, the results shown in Fig. 6.14c –
e appear to be the most beneficial at first instance, since the ramp vortex has moved away
from the surface and the centreline for these cases. For all of the flow control fences, at
x/L = 0.6, a diffused ramp vortex can be identified. The main afterbody vortex flow
features have not changed dramatically for the cases considered.
The afterbody vortex circulation for the passive flow control fences is shown in Fig.
6.15. At x/L = 0.2 there has been no appreciable change in the resulting circulation
between the different cases. Towards the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, the horizontal fence
results in the largest magnitude of circulation, with a 7% increase compared to having
no flow control. In contrast, the θ = 45◦ fence results in the smallest magnitude of
circulation at x/L = 1.0, resulting in a 7% decrease. The other two fence designs result
in trailing-edge circulations almost equal in magnitude to the no flow control case.
The standard deviation of velocity is shown in Fig. 6.16 for the cases considered.
Overall at first glance the levels of unsteadiness appear very similar for all the cases in
comparison to the ramp flowfield without any flow control, however further observation
shows slight differences at the x/L = 0.4 measurement plane which will be examined
further. Towards the trailing-edge, the unsteadiness levels appear very similar for all the
cases presented.
In the case of an airdropping or a paratrooping mission, the region immediately down-
stream of the ramp can be considered the most critical. If the airdropping package or
paratrooper encounters the unsteady turbulence just after release from the ramp, then the
trajectory may be altered. In the present experiments, the x/L = 0.4 measurement plane
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is the first measurement plane immediately downstream of the ramp (Lramp/L = 37%).
Figures 6.17 – 6.21 compare several flow features at this cross-flow measurement plane
between all the cases.
The time-averaged vorticity presented in Fig. 6.17 identifies the relative location of
each generated ramp vortex within the cross-flow plane. Figure 6.18 shows the cross-flow
velocity magnitude with the streamlines for the same configurations, where the afterbody
vortex and the ramp vortex can be distinctly identified in each case. In order to examine
the flow unsteadiness, Fig. 6.19 presents the corresponding standard deviation of velocity
for the fences. A reduction of overall flow unsteadiness was the outcome targeted with
the application of these passive fences. In this regard, Fig. 6.19e with the θ = 90◦
(vertical) fence appears to show the most potential benefit. With the ramp vortex located
further away from the ramp surface, there exists a region of low unsteadiness close to the
outboard edge of the ramp which is not present with any of the other fences. Therefore this
fence design presents the most potential for flow control with the aim of more accurate
airdropping in mind.
The first two POD modes are presented for the same cases at the x/L = 0.4 mea-
surement plane in Figs. 6.20 and 6.21 respectively. The ramp flowfield without any flow
control (Figs. 6.20a and 6.21a) exhibits a vortex dipole representative of the|m| = 1 heli-
cal mode for the ramp vortex, but not for the afterbody vortex flow. A vortex dipole is not
present for the afterbody vortex at this measurement plane since its growth was delayed
with the presence of the ramp and cavity as discussed previously. The resulting POD
modes with flow control appear different to those in Figs. 6.20a and 6.21a. In general,
most of the cases (apart from the θ = 0◦ fence) reveal a vortex dipole representing the
|m| = 1 mode for the ramp vortex.
The mode energies are presented in Fig, 6.22 at x/L = 0.4 for the ramp passive
fences. The case with no flow control (Fig. 6.22a) indicates relatively high mode energies
for the first few modes, with no clear indication of dominant modes with individually
high mode energies. The time-averaged flowfield was characterized by flow separation
at the centerline, the afterbody vortex and ramp vortex, hence all of these flow features
have an influence on the resulting POD modes. Given this mode energy distribution, this
type of flowfield would typically require more than two modes in order to describe the
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whole flowfield. The cumulative energy indicates that 12 modes are required to reach
50% of the total energy. The energies shown for the passive fences indicate a similar
behaviour with the largest mode energies shared between the first few modes, and the
absence of very prominent individual POD modes (unlike the |m| = 1 mode observed
with an isolated vortex). The cumulative energy distribution indicates that similar mode
numbers are required to reach the 50% energy threshold for all the passive fence cases
considered.
Streamwise (y = 0) plane velocity and vorticity comparisons are presented for the
passive ramp fences in Figs. 6.23 and 6.24 respectively. The results suggest that the fences
have little influence on the centerline flow. The extents of streamwise flow separation seen
in Fig. 6.23 are similar for all the fences compared to the no control case. The same can
be said of the extents of the streamwise separation shear layer identified in the vorticity
plots of Fig. 6.24.
6.6 Conclusions: Ramp flowfield
Significant flowfield differences were observed with the introduction of a streamwise
ramp compared to the baseline afterbody vortex flowfield. The resulting time-averaged
vortex was of almost equal strength but more diffused at the trailing-edge due to the large
unsteadiness introduced by the ramp. Incorporating a base cavity on the afterbody up-
sweep with the ramp results in a more coherent and stronger time-averaged ramp vortex,
and also causes a delay in the circulation growth of the afterbody vortex which does not
show significant growth until x/L = 0.8. Towards the trailing-edge however, a stronger
time-averaged vortex is present with the base cavity. Changing the ramp length between
Lramp/L = 30% and Lramp/L = 45% did not result in major flowfield changes, apart
from generating a more coherent and stronger time-averaged ramp vortex. Passive flow
control was applied using fences with the intention of reducing the flow unsteadiness
closer to the ramp surface, which has potential to improve the safety of paratroopers
and the accuracy of airdropping packages with the ramp door open. The vertical fence
(θ = 90◦) showed the most potential in terms of reduced unsteadiness at the measurement
plane immediately downstream of the ramp in this regard for future studies on afterbody
vortices with airdropping accuracy under consideration.
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6.7 Figures
Figure 6.1: Surface pressure measurements, Lramp/L = 37%: a) baseline, b) with ramp
geometries and c) streamwise pressure profiles along y′ = 0.
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Figure 6.2: Time-averaged vorticity, effect of ramp geometry: a) x/L = 0.2, b)
x/L = 0.4, c) x/L = 0.6, d) x/L = 0.8 and e) x/L = 1.0.
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Figure 6.3: Circulation: effect of ramp geometry.
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Figure 6.4: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 plane,
Lramp/L = 37%: a) baseline, b) ramp without upstream step and c) with upstream step.
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Figure 6.5: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged vorticity, effect of the ramp and
cavity: a) baseline, b) Lramp/L = 37% and c) Lramp/L = 37% with model cavity.
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Figure 6.6: Instantaneous quantities for model with cavity with Lramp/L = 37%,
x/L = 0.8 measurement plane: a) vorticity, b) velocity magnitude with streamlines and
c) vectors.
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Figure 6.7: Circulation: effect of the model cavity.
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Figure 6.8: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged velocity, effect of the ramp and
cavity: a) baseline, b) Lramp/L = 37% and c) Lramp/L = 37% with model cavity.
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Figure 6.9: Three-dimensional view of standard deviation of velocity, effect of the ramp
and cavity: a) baseline, b) Lramp/L = 37% and c) Lramp/L = 37% with model cavity.
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Figure 6.10: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 plane,
Lramp/L = 37%: a) baseline, b) ramp without model cavity and c) ramp with model
cavity.
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Figure 6.11: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged streamwise vorticity, effect of
ramp length: a) Lramp/L = 30%, b) Lramp/L = 37% and c) Lramp/L = 45%.
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Figure 6.12: Circulation: effect of ramp length, a) for the afterbody vortex and b) for the
ramp vortex at the first three measurement planes.
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Figure 6.13: Time-averaged velocity (left) and vorticity (right) on the y = 0 streamwise
plane: a) Lramp/L = 30%, b) Lramp/L = 37% and c) Lramp/L = 45%.
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Figure 6.14: Three-dimensional view of time-averaged streamwise vorticity with passive
flow control fences, Lramp/L = 37%: a) without flow control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal)
fence, c) θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence...
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Figure 6.14: ...Continued d) θ = 45◦ fence and e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.15: Circulation with passive flow control fences applied to ramp flowfield.
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Figure 6.16: Three-dimensional view of standard deviation of velocity with passive flow
control fences applied to ramp flowfield, Lramp/L = 37%: a) without flow control, b)
θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c) θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence...
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Figure 6.16: ...Continued d) θ = 45◦ fence and e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.17: Time-averaged streamwise vorticity comparison at x/L = 0.4 with passive
flow control fences: a) without flow control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c) θ = 33◦
(tangential) fence, d) θ = 45◦ fence and e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.18: Time-averaged velocity and streamlines comparison at x/L = 0.4 with
passive flow control fences: a) without flow control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c)
θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence, d) θ = 45◦ fence and e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.19: Standard deviation of velocity comparison at x/L = 0.4 with passive flow
control fences: a) without flow control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c) θ = 33◦
(tangential) fence, d) θ = 45◦ fence and e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.20: POD mode 1 at x/L = 0.4 with passive flow control fences: a) without flow
control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c) θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence, d) θ = 45◦ fence and
e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.21: POD mode 2 at x/L = 0.4 with passive flow control fences: a) without flow
control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c) θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence, d) θ = 45◦ fence and
e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.22: POD energies, x/L = 0.4, individual mode energies (left) and cumulative
energies (right) showing the number of modes required to reach 50% of the total energy:
a) without flow control, b) θ = 0◦, c) θ = 33◦, d) θ = 45◦ and e) θ = 90◦.
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Figure 6.23: Time-averaged velocity magnitude in the streamwise y = 0 plane: a)
without flow control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c) θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence, d)
θ = 45◦ fence and e) θ = 90◦ (vertical) fence.
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Figure 6.24: Time-averaged vorticity in the streamwise y = 0 plane: a) without flow
control, b) θ = 0◦ (horizontal) fence, c) θ = 33◦ (tangential) fence, d) θ = 45◦ fence and




7.1 Baseline afterbody vortex flowfield
The baseline afterbody vortex flowfield was studied using slanted base cylindrical mod-
els, with afterbody upsweep angles Φ = 24◦, 26◦, 28◦, 30◦ and 32◦. The models were
tested in a closed return wind tunnel with ReD = 200, 000 at zero incidence. Increasing
the upsweep angle within this range caused a 50% increase in the resulting drag coeffi-
cient, showing good agreement with previous studies on slanted base cylinders. Flowfield
measurements by means of 2D cross-flow PIV revealed the time-averaged vortex roll-up
into the afterbody vortex, which was similar to the vortex formation over delta wings. The
shear layer shed from the outboard edge of the elliptical upsweep generates the vortex,
with its strength comparable to the vortex core at the two most upstream measurement
planes (x/L = 0.2 and 0.4). Beyond x/L = 0.6, an axisymmetric vortex core region
starts to form, which progressively moves away from the upsweep surface towards the
trailing-edge. The shear layer vorticity is weaker in comparison to the vortex beyond
x/L = 0.6, nevertheless it continues to contribute to the development of the vortex cir-
culation. Surface pressure measurements on the Φ = 28◦ model indicated that the lowest
pressures exerted by the vortex on the upsweep surface (vortex footprint) occurred at the
first two measurement planes (x/L = 0.2 and 0.4) while the time-averaged vorticity was
closest to the surface.
The time-averaged vortex circulation highlighted the importance of the shear layer
roll-up on the strength of the fully developed vortex at the trailing-edge. The initial growth
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of circulation was more rapid at the first two measurement planes (x/L = 0.2 and 0.4)
for each upsweep angle with a much slower growth in circulation between x/L = 0.6
and the trailing-edge, x/L = 1.0, due to the weaker shear layer. For example, the ratio of
circulation at x/L = 0.6 and x/L = 1.0 (trailing-edge) is 91% for Φ = 24◦ and 82% for
Φ = 32◦ respectively. The circulation results indicated that the vortex strength increased
with upsweep angle, which showed an increase of approximately 50% at the trailing-edge
with increasing upsweep angle. The increase in drag coefficient with upsweep angle was
attributed to this increase in vortex strength. A linear relationship was revealed between
the trailing-edge vortex circulation and drag coefficient, highlighting the influence of the
vortex strength to the total drag experienced by the slanted base cylinder.
The time-averaged vortex core radii (rcore) indicated a rapid increase in vortex core
radius upto x/L = 0.6, beyond this measurement plane, a reduction in rcore was observed
towards the trailing-edge for all upsweep angles. Instantaneous flowfields suggested that
a more coherent instantaneous vortex forms towards the trailing-edge. The same was ob-
served with increasing upsweep angle at the trailing-edge. The probability plots of the
vortex core location identified using the Q-criterion suggested reduced vortex meander-
ing towards the trailing-edge for each upsweep angle, which was confirmed by the vortex
meandering amplitude am. This reduction in core radius and meandering in the stream-
wise direction has not been observed previously in tip vortices or delta wing vortices.
The values of the ratio am/rcore = 0.3 − 0.4 at the trailing-edge were comparable to tip
vortices reported in literature.
Proper Orthogonal Decomposition of the baseline afterbody vortex flowfield revealed
the helical displacement mode with azimuthal wavenumber|m| = 1 centered on the loca-
tion of the time-averaged vortex at the trailing-edge. The same |m| = 1 mode has been
observed previously with wing tip vortices and delta wing vortices. The mode energies
of the first two modes (corresponding to the helical mode) contained most of the flow
energy. This helical displacement mode at the trailing-edge increased in dominance with
increasing upsweep angle, with the energy of the first two modes increasing from 18% to
44% with increasing upsweep angle within the range considered.
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7.2 Passive flow control
A range of passive flow control methods was examined to reduce afterbody vortex drag
on the Φ = 28◦ model whose upsweep surface was equipped with surface pressure taps.
Full-span mini-spoilers which were normal to the upsweep surface were investigated at
multiple locations from x′s/c = 2.5% (close to the upsweep leading edge) to x
′
s/c =
97.5% (close to the trailing-edge). At the most upstream location (x′s/c = 2.5%), the
spoiler results in a large drag penalty due to flow separation induced by its presence,
which also causes a stronger time-averaged vortex at the trailing-edge. At around mid-
chord (x′s/c = 47.5%), the spoiler results in a weaker time-averaged vortex circulation at
the trailing-edge, however, a drag reduction was not observed at this location due to flow
separation. Moving the spoiler location further downstream, the drag penalty decreases
until a drag reduction is achieved.
The optimum location for drag reduction was identified as x′s/c = 87.5% with a
reduction of approximately 5% total drag for both spoiler heights. This reduction in drag
was due to an increase in surface pressure upstream of the spoiler location towards the
model centerline, with minimal flow separation downstream of its location. Furthermore,
the time-averaged vortex (whose strength was equal to the baseline) at the trailing-edge
was located further away from the model surface compared to the baseline case. Beyond
this optimum location the effectiveness of the spoiler decreases, with a drag reduction of
3.5% for both spoiler heights at the most downstream location x′s/c = 97.5%. The larger
height (h/D = 5%) spoilers resulted in larger drag penalties at locations upstream of the
optimum. Beyond the optimum location the effect of spoiler height was negligible. Semi-
span spoilers with 0.2D span placed between x′s/c = 7.5% and x
′
s/c = 57.5% with the
same heights aimed at disrupting the vortex footprint did not have the same effect as their
full-span counterparts. This was attributed to their inability to create an adequate increase
in surface pressure towards the centerline of the model (where the flow was unhindered).
The full-span spoiler application demonstrated the potential of drag reduction by al-
tering the vortex location relative to the upsweep surface. It was desirable to manipulate
the vortex without the additional drag penalty induced by the protrusion of the spoiler.
Half delta-wing vortex generators were examined in this respect. Drag measurements for
Λ = 70◦ and 80◦ VGs placed on the circular edges of the fuselage indicated potential for
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drag reduction with the VG trailing-edge at xV G/c = 20%. For both types of VG, the co-
rotating configuration (with respect to the afterbody vortex) resulted in no drag penalty,
which suggested an underlying flow mechanism that overcomes the parasitic drag of the
VG. By contrast, the corresponding counter-rotating cases resulted in a drag increase.
PIV measurements for the Λ = 70◦ VG at xV G/c = 20% with β = 20◦ indicated that
the co-rotating case displaces the time-averaged vortex away from the upsweep surface
at all measurement planes downstream of x/L = 0.2. The opposite was observed for the
counter-rotating case, with the vortex centroid located closer to the surface compared to
the baseline. This co-rotating configuration presents potential for afterbody vortex control
in future applications.
A further range of passive flow control devices was investigated for drag reduction.
The upstream fences applied to induce complete flow separation along the afterbody re-
sulted in a drag increase ranging between 8% and 43%. The surface pressure indicated
low pressures due to flow separation along the upsweep, with the afterbody vortex still
managing to form despite the flow separation. The vortex footprint was clearly visible
within the surface pressure contours. Another type of fence which results in a stream-
wise continuation of the circular surface (resulting in a partial cavity) was investigated,
resulting in an increase of drag between 12% and 30% for varying configurations. Surface
pressure and PIV measurements performed for the worst case revealed the flow separation
induced by the surface continuation. The resulting time-averaged afterbody vortex circu-
lation at the trailing-edge was 25% higher compared to the baseline. This suggests that
applying this type of fence geometry not only induces flow separation, but also causes an
increase in the vortex strength, which is further detrimental to the drag.
7.3 Open Ramp afterbody flowfield
The Φ = 28◦ afterbody flowfield was altered with the addition of a streamwise ramp and
a base cavity to represent a simplified airdropping scenario. The introduction of a ramp
with length Lramp/L = 37% resulted in significant flowfield changes compared to the
baseline Φ = 28◦ afterbody vortex flow. Surface pressure measurements and streamwise
symmetry plane PIV measurements indicated the extent of streamwise flow separation
generated by the ramp. The ramp vortex with opposite sense of rotation compared to
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the afterbody vortex was identified in the cross-flow PIV measurements. The resulting
time-averaged afterbody vortex circulation was almost equal to that of the baseline at
the trailing-edge, although the vortex appeared diffuse due to the ingestion of turbulence
generated by the ramp.
The addition of the cavity resulted in the formation of a more coherent time-averaged
ramp vortex, while the afterbody vortex appeared diffuse and weaker at the first three
measurement planes (up to x/L = 0.6) compared to the flowfield without the cavity. At
x/L = 0.8 and the trailing-edge (x/L = 1.0) an axisymmetric time-averaged vorticity
was present. This indicated an abrupt growth of the afterbody vortex between x/L = 0.6
and x/L = 1.0. Circulation results confirmed that significant afterbody vortex growth
does not occur until x/L = 0.8 with the cavity. The circulation for the vortex at the
trailing-edge was 20% higher with the cavity. The streamwise extent of the shear layer
due to separation was larger with the cavity, as evidenced by the symmetry plane time-
averaged vorticity.
In order to incorporate a range of aircraft geometries, the effect of ramp length was
investigated with the cavity for three different lengths: Lramp/L = 30%, Lramp/L =
37% and Lramp/L = 45%. Changing the ramp length within this range did not change
the time-averaged afterbody flow characteristics significantly, apart from generating a
more coherent and stronger time-averaged ramp vortex. The resulting afterbody vortex
circulation did not change significantly with ramp length. The symmetry plane time-
averaged flow showed similar flowfields with changing ramp length.
Passive flow control was applied to the ramp flowfield with the aim of reducing the
flowfield unsteadiness towards the ramp centerline. TheLramp/L = 37% ramp length was
utilized with the model with the cavity. The fence designs considered for this application
displaced the ramp vortex away from the surface, such that its influence on the centerline
unsteadiness would be reduced. Assessing the cross-flow plane immediately downstream
of the ramp, x/L = 0.4, suggested that the θ = 90◦ vertical fence showed the most
potential in terms of reduced unsteadiness. This fence geometry indicated a lower flow
unsteadiness with the ramp vortex located away from the surface towards the outboard
edge of the ramp. This could provide a potential for future applications to improve the
trajectory of airdropping missions and safety during paratrooping missions.
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7.4 Afterbody vortex flow research on slanted base cylin-
ders at the University of Bath
The experiments described within this thesis were part of a wider experimental campaign
at the University of Bath which revisited afterbody vortex flows on slanted base cylinders.
In addition to the present wind tunnel experiments, water tunnel experiments were carried
out by Jackson et al. (2015) and Jackson et al. (2017) on a Φ = 28◦ slanted base cylinder
at ReD = 20, 000 (one magnitude lower than the present experiments). A summary of the
overall parameters and conditions investigated in both wind and water tunnel experiments
is presented in Table 7.1.
Wind tunnel investigation (Present
Work)
Water tunnel investigation (Jackson
et al., 2015; Jackson et al., 2017)
ReD = 200, 000 ReD = 20, 000
Φ = 24◦, 26◦, 28◦, 30◦ and 32◦ Φ = 28◦
Effect of upsweep angle on baseline
flowfield
Effect of pitch and yaw angle on
baseline flowfield
Starboard side vortex only Both vortices captured
2D PIV and drag force for all upsweep
angles, surface pressure on Φ = 28◦
2D PIV and drag measurements
Passive Flow Control (spoilers, VGs
and fences) and Open ramp afterbody
flowfield
Active Flow Control (circular jets and
jet flaps) using both steady and pulsed
blowing
Table 7.1: Summary of overall experimental campaign on afterbody vortices on slanted
base cylinders at the University of Bath. The wind tunnel investigations were discussed
in detail within the current thesis.
Table 7.1 shows that several parameters were varied across both experimental facilities
during this experimental campaign. A brief summary of the main findings from both
studies are discussed below, which will be useful in identifying the overall conclusions to
be drawn from the experimental campaign.
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Effect of Reynolds number
Comparing the time-averaged flowfields for the common upsweep angle (Φ = 28◦) be-
tween the two Reynolds numbers, the initial shear layer during the vortex roll-up impinges
further towards the model centerline for the lower Reynolds number. Further downstream
as the vortex develops, the vortex locations are similar between the two Reynolds num-
bers. Although the time-averaged vortex appeared more diffuse for the lower Reynolds
number, The trailing-edge vortex circulation was 17% higher compared to the higher
Reynolds number (ReD = 200, 000), this resulted in a slightly higher drag coefficient
for ReD = 20, 000 compared to ReD = 200, 000.
Effect of upsweep angle, pitch and yaw on baseline afterbody flowfield
The effect of upsweep angle for ReD = 200, 000 was discussed in Chapter 4 of this
thesis, where it was observed that increasing the upsweep angle resulted in a stronger
afterbody vortex which directly influenced the drag coefficient experienced by the slanted
base cylinder. Within the water tunnel experiments by Jackson et al. (2015), the pitch and
yaw angles were varied for a Φ = 28◦ slanted base cylinder at ReD = 20, 000. Increasing
the pitch angle resulted in a weaker afterbody vortex since the effective upsweep angle is
reduced compared to the zero pitch case. A positive yaw angle increased the circulation
of the starboard side vortex within the afterbody vortex pair.
Afterbody vortex pair interactions
As noted in Table 7.1, the water tunnel experiments captured both afterbody vortices.
The correlation coefficient for the instantaneous locations of the two vortices suggested
that there was no correlation between the vortex locations. This result means that the
two counter-rotating afterbody vortices do not interact with each other as they propagate
downstream within the near-wake of the slanted base cylinder.
Effect of passive and active flow control for afterbody vortex control
The effect of passive flow control and other geometry modifications (such as adding a
streamwise ramp and cavity) were presented and discussed throughout this thesis for the
wind tunnel experiments at ReD = 200, 000 with Φ = 28◦. The effect of active flow
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control for the same upsweep angle was discussed by Jackson et al. (2015) and Jackson
et al. (2017) at ReD = 20, 000 for the water tunnel experiments. With active flow control
in terms of blowing the results suggested that the efficacy of blowing was highly depen-
dant upon the jet blowing location and direction. The best configuration for the circular
jets was when blowing outboard at upstream locations while the vortex roll-up occurred,
resulting in 7% total drag reduction, although requiring a net increase in energy input.
The circular jets in this configuration restricted the shear layer roll-up into the vortex.
Blowing using a spanwise high aspect ratio slot parallel to the freestream at an upstream
location of x′/c = 7% restricted the initial shear layer development of the vortex. This
resulted in weaker afterbody vortices with lower circulation, which were located further
away from the surface compared to the baseline. The consequence was a 9% total drag
reduction, with 3% net energy saving, and was the best configuration of active flow con-
trol investigated in the study. Flow control investigations in both experimental facilities
suggested that manipulating the afterbody vortex flow in terms of location and strength
has implications (either beneficial or detrimental depending on the configuration) on the
overall drag experienced by the slanted base cylinder.
7.5 Proposed future work
A few avenues for future research on afterbody vortices are discussed below owing to the
results and observations encountered throughout the course of this research.
7.5.1 Afterbody vortex flows on slanted base cylinders
Chapter 4 of this thesis presented the effect of upsweep angle between 24◦ ≤ Φ ≤ 32◦ on
the flow physics of afterbody vortices on slanted base cylinders. This study effectively re-
visited the slanted base cylinder flowfield previously reported by Morel (1980), Bearman
(1980), and Xia and Bearman (1983) and others. The PIV measurements can be extended
to a larger range of upsweep angles on the same geometry out of interest in terms of
flow physics. For example, measurements could be carried out around the critical angle
(Φcrit = 45 − 50◦) to study the mechanism of switching between the vortex flow and
complete separation on the afterbody. It will be interesting to examine if the flowfield
switching is governed entirely by vortex breakdown, as theoretically shown by Sedney
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(1982). Currently available advanced laser diagnostics can provide valuable information
to understand this problem, for example, stereo PIV can provide information on the out-
of-plane axial velocity of the vortex core which enables the calculation of the swirl angle.
7.5.2 Flow control
There is potential for improvement and further study with the vortex generators that were
examined for this geometry. The co-rotating VG configuration showed clear potential
compared to its corresponding counter-rotating case. The optimum configuration for drag
reduction depends on many parameters that represent a large test matrix (VG sweep angle,
location and incidence all have an effect on the drag reduction). In this respect, Compu-
tational Fluid Dynamics (CFD) might present a sensible route forward, such that CFD
simulations can be carried out on many configurations. The most promising cases can be
tested within the wind tunnel for validation and confirmation. The same approach can be
used to optimise the use of the promising passive flow control fences applied to the ramp
flowfield in Chapter 6.
7.5.3 Realistic aircraft configurations
The current study was a fundamental investigation into afterbody vortex flows and their
control, motivated by the applications for cargo aircraft with an aft loading bay. The
flowfield encountered on a real aircraft geometry is expected to be much more complex,
with influences from the wing, empennage and side wheel pods all affecting the vortex
flow that propagates on the afterbody. One can approach the flowfield of a specific aircraft
geometry by incrementally adding layers of complexity to the current geometry. For
example, starting from the slanted base cylinder, the circular cross section can initially
be changed to represent that of the aircraft under consideration. Once this is studied, the
wheel pods, wings, empennage and other aircraft-specific features can be introduced to
finally reach a realistic aircraft geometry.
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The uncertainty estimation was based from the theory presented by Moffat (1988) and
Moffat (1982). If the main parameter whose uncertainty is to be determined is R, and the
value depends on variables X1, X2.....XN as some combination of these variables:
R = R(X1, X2, .....XN),









Equation A.1 implies that each variable Xi contributes to the overall uncertainty in
R. The uncertainty odds should be the same for each individual uncertainty δXi such
that the final uncertainty δR is expressed with the same odds (Moffat, 1988). For the
current study, a 95% confidence interval was considered for all uncertainties. Based on
this theory, the uncertainty analysis for the measurements is detailed below.
A.1.1 Freestream velocity uncertainty
The wind tunnel dynamic pressure was obtained using a hand held digital manometer
connected to a total-static pitot tube located within the working section. The uncertainty
in tunnel dynamic pressure δq is directly taken as the allowable deviation, which was typ-
ically ±2 Pa (δq/q = 1.45%). For certain measurements, if this deviation was drastically
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larger, the test was terminated and the tunnel was restarted. Based on this deviation in
tunnel dynamic pressure, the expected range of freestream velocity can be obtained.




























The air density is taken as ρ = 1.225 ± 0.01 kgm−3. This allows the calculation of
δU∞ using Equation A.3, giving a value of δU∞ = 0.125 m s−1, which is approximately
δU∞/U∞ = 0.85%.
A.1.2 Force measurement uncertainty










Where F represents the drag force in Equation A.4, q represents dynamic pressure as
before and S represents the model cross-sectional area. Applying the uncertainty analysis
































The uncertainty in dynamic pressure δq was discussed previously. The uncertainties




Uncertainty in model cross-sectional area S


















The uncertainty in the diameter δD is ±0.5 mm, which results in δS/S = 0.5%.
Uncertainty in drag force F
The drag values (F ) were obtained by multiplying the output voltage VF (a difference
between measured and a zero offset) from the force balance with a calibration coefficient
mF :
F = VFmF .




















The uncertainty in measured voltage is calculated by considering all the values that
contribute to the mean voltage. Each voltage measurement was acquired at 1 kHz for 10
s (n = 10, 000). The standard deviation σ(VF ) of these values about the mean contribute





The calibration gradient mF is obtained by applying known load onto the force bal-
ance and recording the voltage output. A linear regression line is then fitted onto the data
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and the resulting gradient is obtained. Each data point used to construct this graph has
an associated error. The uncertainty of the measured gradient is obtained by considering
the maximum and minimum gradients of the linear fit. A uniform distribution is assumed
such that the true value for mF has the same probability of lying anywhere between the
maximum and minimum gradients. A 95% confidence interval (twice the standard devia-





The calibration gradient uncertainty δmf/mf was found to be typically in the order
of 0.5%. The uncertainty in the drag force δF can be evaluated using the results from
Equations A.8 and A.7 in Equation A.6. Based on these uncertainty evaluations, δCD in
Equation A.5 can be evaluated, knowing the uncertainty in δq discussed previously.
Combined uncertainty in CD and ∆CD
Using the above analysis, the uncertainty in drag coefficient CD was typically of the order
of ±0.008. For the Φ = 28◦ baseline flowfield, this equates to a δCD/CD = 2.3%. Error
bars are shown for all the baseline drag coefficients in Fig. A.1 with varying upsweep
angle.
The results with flow control in Chapter 5 were presented in terms of the change in










where CD is the drag coefficient with flow control, and CD0 is the baseline drag coef-































Equation A.9 implies that the uncertainty δ(∆CD/CD0) will always be larger than
the individual uncertainty in drag coefficient CD. This is expected, since attaching the
passive flow control devices required the tunnel to be shut down and restarted after the
baseline drag data was obtained. Using this analysis, δ(∆CD/CD0) was about 3%, and
this is presented in Fig. A.2 using error bars for the h/D = 5% full-span spoiler drag
results.
A.1.3 Pressure measurement uncertainty








Equation A.10 simplifies to this form since the wind tunnel total pressure is atmo-
spheric (zero gauge pressure), q represents dynamic pressure as before. Applying the






















Similar to the uncertainty in drag force seen previously in Equation A.6, the uncer-










The same rationale that was applied to the drag force was considered to calculate δp.
The terms VP and mP refer to the voltage and calibration coefficient for the pressure
measurement respectively, typical values were δVP/VP = 0.5% and δmP/mP = 0.7%.
The uncertainty for δq is the same as before, allowing for ±2 Pa deviation in the tunnel
dynamic pressure. The typical uncertainty observed with the pressure coefficient was
±0.03. A visualisation of the uncertainty CP is presented in Fig. A.3 using error bars for
the centerline pressure profile of the baseline flowfield.
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A.2 Proper Orthogonal Decomposition theory
This section briefly covers the mathematics behind POD, extracted from several sources
(Chatterjee, 2000; Chen et al., 2013) combined with the understanding of the author.
Any continuous function U(x, t) can be approximated using a combination of basis
functions Ψ(x) multiplied by linear coefficients a(t),




where M represents the total number of terms in the summation and k identifies a
particular term within the summation. One would expect that in theory, M would need to
approach infinity in order to obtain the best possible approximation for U(x, t).
In equation A.13, depending on how the basis functions Ψ(x) are chosen will change
the resulting coefficients a(t), and hence result in a different decomposition. Choosing
the basis functions in one unique way out of many possible methods results in the Proper
Orthogonal Decomposition. For POD, the basis functions are said to form an orthonormal





1 if k1 = k2
0 otherwise.
(A.14)
Equation A.14 is analogous to the dot product of two vectors from simple vector
algebra, where the result is equal to 1 when the angle between the vectors is 0, and 0
when they are perpendicular to each other at 90◦.





In POD, the orthonormal basis is chosen such that it is a least squares statistical min-
imization of the difference from the original function, the result is such that one obtains
the best possible approximation for U(x, t) from a given number of modes k out of the
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total number of modes M . The coefficients and the mode shapes (or basis functions) can
be determined using an eigenvalue problem which results in eigenvalues as the coeffi-
cients ak(t) and their corresponding eigenvectors as Ψk(x). A verbal description of the




Figure A.1: Drag coefficient, CD uncertainty for all baseline models.




Figure A.3: Uncertainty in pressure coefficient CP , baseline centerline pressure profile
shown.
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